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Navipol Yellow GR is an organic solvent azo dye manufactured by Sunbelt Corp. 
in Rock Hill, SC. The effluent generated from the manufacturing of this dye is highly 
colored, toxic, and contains trace solvents consisting of mixed xylene isomers and ethyl 
benzene.  Traditional wastewater treatment systems are unable to remove the color and 
toxicity from the effluent.  This study investigated using a sequential anaerobic / aerobic 
treatment system to decrease color and toxicity of the dye effluent.  The anaerobic phase 
used bacteria cultures of Pseudomonas aeruginosa, Bacillus subtilis, Enterococcus 
faecalis, or Enterobacter aerogenes to decrease the color of the dye.   The toxicity was 
decreased through aerobic treatment using Rhodococcus rodocorous or Escherichia coli.  
The results showed that color was decreased by an average of 47.5% after 24 hrs of 
anaerobic treatment.  There was no significant difference among the four anaerobic 
bacteria tested.  Toxicity was measured using Abratox bioluminescent toxici y assay.  
Toxicity was reduced significantly after 48 hrs of aerobic treatment.  The greatest toxicity 
reduction came from samples containing R. rodocorous as compared to those containing 
E. coli.   
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Brief History of Dyes 
  
 We live in a world of color.  Since the beginning of time humankind has been 
using colorants for the painting and dying of their surroundings.  Until the middle of th
19th century, all colorants used were from natural origins.  People used pigments they 
acquired from their environment such as soot, hematite, and ochre (Chippindale and 
Tacon, 1998).  In 1856 an 18-year-old English chemist by the name of W.H. Perkin 
developed the first synthetic dye while trying to synthesize quinine (Welham, 2000).  
What he obtained was a bluish substance that had excellent dyeing properties.  This color 
would later be known as mauveine or aniline purple.  In 1834, just prior to Perkin’s 
discovery Friedlieb Ferdinand Runge discovered aniline and phenol from coal tar 
(Welham, 2000).  These two chemicals along with the first synthetic dye by Prkins 
would start a worldwide dye industry.  Since that time several million colored cmpounds 




 All aromatic compounds absorb electromagnetic energy but only those that 
selectively absorb and reflect light within the visible wavelength (400-700 nm) will 
appear colored.  Dyes contain chromophores and auxochromes within their basic 




structure.  Chromophores are atomic configurations which can alter the energyin 
delocalised systems. They are composed of atoms joined in a sequence composed of 
alternating single and double bonds.  chromophores function by altering the energy in the 
delocalised electron cloud of the dye, and this alteration results in the compound 
absorbing radiation from within the visible range (Zollinger, 2003).  Auxochromes are 
electron-withdrawing or electron donating substituents that cause or intensify the color of 
the chromophore by altering the overall energy of the electron system.  Some of the 
common chromophores consist of -C=C-, -C=N-, -C=O-, -N=N, and -NO₂.  Typical 
auxochromes are -NH₃, -COOH, -SO₃H, and –OH.  Dyes can be classified according to 
their chemical structure, or alternatively, by their method of application.  Neither system 
of classification is satisfactory by itself as the same chromophoric system may be present 
in a number of dyes differing widely in usage and application (Abrahart, 1977).  The 
classification of the most common dyes based on their chemical structure consists of azo 
(monoazo, diazo, triazo, polyazo), anthraquinone, phthalocyanine, and triarylmethane 
dyes.    
 The majority of commercial colorants are classified by their Color Index number 
(CI) in terms of color, structure, and their application method.  The Color Index was first 
published in 1925 by the Society of Dyers and Colorists and the American Association of 
Textile Chemists and Colorists (Burkinshaw, 1990). Within the listing, each dye is given 
a CI generic name, which is determined by its application method and color.  The Color 
Index lists 15 different application classes: acid dyes, reactive dyes, metal complex dyes, 
direct dyes, basic dyes, mordant dyes, disperse dyes, pigments, vat dyes, anionic and 




ingrain dyes, sulphur dyes, solvent dyes, fluorescent brighteners, and a class known as 
“others” that do not fit in the named classes.   
 
Azo Dyes 
 Azo dyes are used by a large number of industries for coloring a growing number 
of products.  They are the most important class of dyes, accounting for over 50% of all 
commercial dyes.  Azo dyes contain at least one azo group (-N=N-) (monoazo) but can 
contain two (diazo), three (triazo), or rarely four (polyazo).  The azo group is attached to 
two radicals of which at least one, but usually both, are aromatic.  Most azo dyes fall in 
the monoazo group.  Azo dyes have the general structure shown in Figure 1, where G 
represents H, OH, NR₂, or other electron-donating groups, while Z can be a variety of 
functional groups.   
 
Figure 1: General structure of an azo dye. 
 
Azo dyes have become a major environmental concern due to their widespread 
use and their stability in the environment.  By their nature, these dye compounds are 
created to retain their color and structural integrity under exposure to sunlight and soil 
bacteria.  Because of their recalcitrant nature, azo dyes often pass through municipal 
waste water facilities with little or no reduction in color (Pagga and Brown, 1986).  New 




and more stable azo dyes must be continually produced in order to reflect the trends of a  
ever changing society that demands brighter, longer-lasting colors.   
 Federal, state and local governments have begun to increase the number of laws 
regulating the discharge of industrial waste.  Effective and economic treatment of 
effluents containing azo dyes has become a problem due to these new, more restrictive 
environmental laws.  Current methods of treating effluent containing dyes consist of 
granular activated carbon (GAC) and chemical oxidation.  These technologies usually
become cost prohibitive with large scale operations.   
The anaerobic reduction of azo dyes to simpler compounds has been well 
documented (Chinwetkitvanich et al., 2000; Razo-Flores et al., 1997; Brown and 
Laboureur, 1983).  These, as well as other studies, have demonstrated the ability of 
anaerobic microbes to effectively reduce azo dyes to their intermediate structures, thus 
destroying their apparent color. Most azo dyes are considered to be non-toxic, but a large 
percentage of dye intermediates are considered carcinogens.  Many of these in ermediates 
are aromatic amines with constituent side groups, which have to be further reduced due to 
their carcinogenic nature (Brown and De Vito, 1993).   
 
Azo Dye Manufacturing 
Virtually all azo dyes are synthesized through the process of diazotizatin and 
coupling.  Diazotization involves treating aromatic amines with nitrous acid to yield 
diazonium salts (Zollinger, 2003).  These salts are used as intermediates in the production 
of a wide variety of aromatic substitution products in which the amino group is replaced 




by some other substituent, such as F, Cl, Br. I, OH, H, and CN.  When the diazonium salt 
is then reacted with electron rich aromatics, the result is a highly colored product eferred 
to as a dye. Nitrous acid is generated in situ from sodium nitrate and hydrochloric acid 
following the reaction below. 
HCl + NaNO3          HNO₂ + NaCl  
The diazotization reaction must be carried out at 0°C in order to minimize the 
reaction with water to create a phenol, which would yield a low quality product.  The 
diazotization process must be carried out completely and rapidly.  The diazonium salts 
that are produced are unstable and are explosive if allowed to dry out.  For this reason 
diazonium salts are usually not isolated and are kept in solution.   
 
Objectives  
   Navipol Yellow GR is a solvent dye used primarily in the coloring of wood stains.  
This dye is manufactured by Sunbelt Corporation (Rock Hill, SC), and is a proprietary 
product.   
 
Figure 2:   Navipol Yellow GR structure 




While there are an ample number of studies concerning the biodegradation of azo dyes, 
there have not been any prior studies conducted directly on Navipol Yellow GR.  The 
effluent from the manufacturing of Navipol Yellow GR contains traces of the dye along 
with traces of the solvent carriers used (mixed xylene isomers, and ethyl bnzene).  The 
bulk of the volume of the effluent is water.  Sunbelt Corporation provided the dye 
effluent sample for the research reported in this thesis with a goal of developing a 
treatment scheme that will allow Sunbelt to release the dye effluent  into he City of Rock 
Hill, SC, municipal sewer system.  The major objectives for the research were: 
1. Decolorization of Navipol Yellow GR effluent. 
2. Toxicity reduction through degradation of aromatic solvents and aromatic 
amines generated from the completion of objective 1. 
 
The treatment was carried out using microcosms in a sequential anaerobic – 
aerobic system as described by Rajaguru et al. (2000).  The anaerobic phase 
accomplished decolorization of the dye.  The treated liquid from the completion of the 
anaerobic phase was transferred to clean flasks for the aerobic phase.  In the aerobic 
phase, the aromatic solvents along with the metabolites from the anaerobic phase were 
degraded to decrease the toxicity of the samples.  A bioluminescent toxicity assay 









LITERATURE REVIEW  
 
Introduction  
 This chapter presents a review of the literature with respect to biological methods 
of decolorizing and detoxifying azo dyes.  There have been no previous reports of 
biodegradation of solvent and oil-soluble azo dyes such as Navipol Yellow GR.  
Therefore, the literature presented here will review biodegradation of water-soluble azo 
dyes along with their subsequent toxicity reduction.   
Biological  Degradation of Dyes in Aerobic Systems 
 Most commercial dyes are, by nature, recalcitrant to oxidative microbial 
breakdown.  Dye chemists have worked diligently to ensure that dyes will not breakdown 
once a consumer purchases a product colored with a particular dye.  A dyed garment that 
is saturated with perspiration, and well-inoculated with microorganisms, creates an 
excellent environment for the growth of bacteria.  The garment would quickly lose much 
of its color if it were not for the resistance of the dye to degradation.  The recalcitrance of 
dyes also makes existing forms of aerobic waste water treatment system  ineffective in 
degrading dyes (Strayley, 1984).   
 One test developed by the Ecological and Toxicological Association of the 
Dyestuffs Manufacturing Industry (ETAD) simulated the conditions of an adapted 
activated sludge unit and was considered satisfactory for indicating the inherent 




biodegradabilities of the test substances (Pagga and Brown, 1986).    It was stated that the 
test could not always distinguish between biodegradation and bioelimination, although if 
a significant elimination was detected within the first three hours of the start of the test, it 
was attributed to physical processes.  The test used highly water-soluble dyes to reduce 
the amount of dye removed by physical processes, such as being absorbed by the sludge.  
The researchers concluded  that even with adapted inoculums, no dyestuffs tested showed 
any convincing evidence of genuine biodegradation. The partial color removal that was 
observed was attributed to adsorption of the dyes to the sludge and subsequent removal 
by flocculation.     
 Studies have indicated that tests using activated sludge in an aerobic system have 
shown little degradation of azo dyes.  A group of researchers at the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology attempted to culture aerobic azo-degrading microorganisms.   
Kulla (1981) reporting on the work stated that the isolated bacteria were capable of 
utilizing azo compounds as sole sources of carbon, nitrogen and energy.   A simple azo 
dye, 4,4’-dicarboxyazobenzene, was used to isolate the Flavobacterium species.    
Attempts were unsuccessful at trying to adapt the Flavobacterium sp. to other dyes.   
However, a Pseudomonas like organism, referred to as KF4, outcompeted the 
Flavobacterium and was capable of mineralizing the dye of choice, but was unable to 
compete in the mixed cultures found in waste-water treatment plants.   
 A number of dyes have been found to be recalcitrant in the activated sludge 
process, and the possibility of the dyes being toxic to the aerobic waste-water bacteria has 
been investigated.  A screening method was created by the ETAD to determine the 




possible inhibitory effects of dyes to aerobic microorganisms commonly found in waste-
water treatment plants (Brown et al., 1981).  There were a total of 202 dyes screened for 
their possible toxic effects and the results were reported as inhibition concentration (IC50) 
values.  All of the dyes tested yielded IC50 values greater than 100 mg/M, which indicates 
that the dyes were not considered inhibitory to the wastewater microorganisms.  The 
results were in good agreement with the general experience of the ETAD in that dyes 
may give concern at sewage works due to their color, but they should not give rise to 
concern regarding toxicity (Ogawa et al., 1989).    
 Pagga and Brown (1986) investigated the biodegradation of 87 different dyestuffs 
using activated sludge as the inoculums.  Dyestuffs consist of any substance that yields a
dye as an end product.  They used 100 mg/l of each tested dyestuff and 0.5 g/l of dry 
activated sludge.  The test ran for a total of 42 days using a modified Organization for 
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) guideline 302B to simulate the 
conditions of an adapted activated sludge waste water treatment plant.  This acclimated 
the bacteria contained in the sludge to the dyestuffs used for this test.  One fallacy in 
sewage works simulation tests, such as this one, is that the tests can not distinguish 
between true biodegradation and bioelimination due to physical processes.  To make a 
determination of true biodegradation and physical bioelimination, an analysis is 
conducted within three hours of the beginning of the study.  If the results indicate 
significant elimination, it is assumed that this is due to physical processes rath r than 
biodegradation.   




 The results from Pagga and Brown (1986) showed that 44 of the 87 dyestuffs 
tested demonstrated both dissolved organic carbon removal (DOC) and color removal.  
Of the 44, half of them had their color and DOC removal attributed to adsorption to 
sludge rather than true biodegradation.  Only 8 of the 44 dyestuffs that showed positive 
color and DOC removal received a rating indicating actual biodegradation.  The final 
results confirmed that due to the structure of dyes, most are unlikely to show appreci ble 
biodegradability in aerobic tests.  The researchers further state that here is little point in 
conducting further tests on aerobic biodegradability of azo dyes.  However, no work was 
done to determine if a substance removed by physical processes was then subsequently 
biodegraded.  
 
Biological  Degradation of Dyes in Anaerobic Systems 
 The decolorization of azo dyes under anaerobic conditions is a relatively simple
and non-specific process that involves the reduction of the azo bond and the destruction 
of the chromophore.   Anaerobic processes are advantageous because they can decolorize 
dyes, require less energy, and produce less sludge than aerobic and anoxic systems.  
However, they require a closed oxygen-free vessel at a higher temperature.  Biological 
dye removal techniques are based on microbial biotransformation of dyes.  Most azo dyes 
are resistant to aerobic biodegradation due to the electron withdrawing nature of the azo 
bonds obstructing the susceptibility of the dye molecule to oxidative reactions (Ga esh et 
al., 1994).  The rate of decolorization under anaerobic conditions is dependent on the 
added organic carbon source, as well as the structure of the dye (Bromley-Challenor et 




al., 2000; Stolz, 2001).  Furthermore, there has been no correlation shown between the 
molecular weight of the dye molecule and the rate of decolorization (Stolz, 2001), which 
indicates that the decoloring process is non-specific and cell permeability is not a factor.  
As reported by Van der Zee et al. (2001), the dye might be acting as an electron ac eptor.  
Alternatively, the decolorization process might be attributed to non-specific extrac llular 
reactions occurring between reduced compounds generated by the anaerobic biomass.  
Dye decolorization has been reported as exhibiting first order kinetics wi h respect to dye 
concentration (Van der Zee et al., 2001; Isik and Sponza, 2005).  Azo dye decolorization, 
by mixed or single bacterial cultures, generally requires the addition of complex organic 
components such as yeast extract or peptone (Khehra et al., 2005), which points to the 
azo dyes serving as electron acceptors.   
 It has been shown that azo dyes can be decolorized under anaerobic conditions 
using both mixed bacteria cultures and single cultures (Bromley-Challenor et al. 2000, 
Chen et al. 2003, Horitsu et al. 1977).  The focus of this research is on the ability of pure 
bacteria cultures to degrade the Navipol Yellow GR dye molecule to remove color, and 
subsequently to degrade the metabolites to decrease toxicity.   Single cultures of Bacillus 
subtilis, Pseudomonas aeroginosa, Enterobacter aerogenes, and Enterococcus faecalis 
will be used for the anaerobic decolorization phase.   
 
Bacillus sp.  
Species of Bacillus have been found to be active in the degradation of a number 
of dyes.  Bacillus subtilis is a facultative anaerobe, and therefore, is capable of both 




aerobic respiration, when oxygen is present, or fermentation in oxygen-poor 
environments (Marino et al. 2001).  This study will focus on the use of Bacillus subtilis to 
degrade dyes in anaerobic environments.   
Horitsu et al. (1977) used Bacillus subtilis to degrade p-aminoazobenzene 
(PAAB).  PAAB is a simple azo dye and is, therefore, a good model dye for testing.  
They stated that reductive cleavage of the azo bond produced aniline and p-
phenylenediamine.  Idaka et al. (1982) reported that there are two potential pathways by 
which this occur.  The first involves the cleavage of the azo bond thus producing aniline 
and p-phenylenediamine.  Aniline is subsequently metabolized to acetanilide and the p-
phenylenediamine to p-phenylenediacetamide.  The second pathway involves the direct 
acetyation of PAAB to p-acetamidoazobenzene.  No mineralization of these degradation 
products was reported.   
Yatome et al. (1991) reported that unsulphonated dyes were easily decolorized by 
Bacillus subtilis by way of reductive cleavage of the azo bond.  As sulphonation of the 
dye increased, however, the rate of decolorization decreased.   In 1997, Zissi et al. 
reported that Bacillus subtilis could oxidize PAAB.  The experiment was conducted using 
a medium consisting of glucose, ammonium chloride, and PAAB.  The results showed 
that Bacillus subtilis could co-metabolize PAAB in the presence of glucose, breaking the 
N=N double bond, and producing aniline and p-phenylenediamine.  Zissi et al. (1997) 
also showed that PAAB was inhibitory to microbial growth, and that the glucose was the 
growth-limiting substrate.  The degradation of the dye was found to be the result of an 
oxygen-insensitive azo reductase enzyme that was present in the soluble fraction of the 




biomass.    Azo reductases are enzymes that are able to reduce the azo bond (N=N) to
produce colorless amine products.   
 
Enterococcus sp. 
Another species of bacteria capable of degrading azo dyes belong to the 
Enterococcus genus.  Researchers have been able to extract azo reductase from the cells 
of Enterococcus faecalis (Punj and John, 2009).   In their recent study, they were able to 
show that cell extracts from E. faecalis used both nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide 
(NADH) and nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) as electron donors 
for azo dye reduction of methyl red.    A study by Walker and Gingell (1971) investigated 
the mechanism of azo dye reduction by Streptococcus faecalis, now known as 
Enterococcus faecalis, using an azo dye, Red 2G.  Their results showed that E. f ecalis 
cell extracts could utilize both NADH and NADPH as electron donors for azo reductase 
activity, which concurs with Punj and John (2009).    
  
Pseudomonas sp. 
Pseudomonas species have been found to degrade a wide range of azo dye 
compounds.  Ogawa and Yatome (1990) used Pseudomonas cepacia 13NA for the 
removal of dyes as well as other organic substances using a multi-stage rotating 
biological contactor.  Their work with multi-stage rotating biological contactors showed 
that natural organic substances in the effluent were assimilated and a large biomass 
increase was achieved.  However, there was little in the way of dye degradation and it 




was determined that only starved cells degraded the dye molecule.  To achieve dye 
reduction a multi-step reactor was used.  The first reactor produced an environment 
suitable for the growth of the microorganisms due to the high nutrient content.  The 
second reactor was suited for the degradation of the dye molecule due to the poor nutrient 
content.  The researchers used azo dyes C.I. Acid Red 88, C.I. Direct Blue 6 and PAAB 
with a retention time of 20 hrs.  However, the degradation of the dyes was considered 
poor due to very little of the dyes being degraded; and Ogawa and Yatome (1990) 
concluded that a longer retention time would be needed.    
 
Enterobacter sp. 
 Enterobacter agglomerans has been shown to decolorize a variety of azo dyes via 
a pathway initiated by cleaving the azo bond (Moutaouakkil et al., 2003).   Moutaouakkil 
et al. (2004) isolated Enterobacter agglomerans  from dye contaminated sludge to 
decolorize methyl red dye within a fluidized bed bioreactor.  After only six hours the 
methyl red concentration had been reduced by 95%.  In another study conducted by Dias-
Franciscon and Durrant (2000), azo dyes were degraded by bacteria isolated from 
activated sludge from a textile plant.  The bacteria isolated included Ent robacter sp.  
Dye reduction was measured by UV-visible spectrophotometry and results were 
confirmed by liquid chromatography and COD reduction.  Products from the degradation 
of the dye molecules were not measured or identified, nor was the waste tested for 
toxicity before or after treatment.  Dias-Franciscon and Durrant  (2000) showed that 




Enterobacter sp. was able to degrade azo dyes RBN 198 dye by 95% and RB 220 was 
completely degraded.  COD was reported to be 76% and 63%, respectively.   
 
Mixed Cultures 
 The use of mixed cultures isolated from microbial sludges for the anaerobic 
reduction of azo dyes has been proven to be effective and economical (Brown and 
Hamburger, 1987; Brown and Laboureur, 1983).   Zaoyan et al. (1992) reported that 
anaerobic rotating biological contactors (RBC) combined with an activated sludge 
process could be used to treat the wastewater at a textile finishing mill. The wastewater 
consisted of dyes, detergents, acids, alkalis and salts.  The results indicated that the 
anaerobic RBC was able to efficiently remove color from the effluent and was also able 
to degrade the complex organic matter of the detergents.   
Brown and Laboureur (1983) used mixed cultures from sewage sludge to treat azo 
dyes in an anaerobic digestion process.  The study involved 22 dyes and sewage sludge 
that was obtained from the digester of a sewage treatment plant which operated with a 
heated sludge digestion process.  The tests were carried out in glass bottles that were 
sealed with a valve to allow the escaping of gas.  The bottles were placed in an incubator 
at 35°C for 42 days or until 80% of the color had been removed as compared to day 0.  
The results showed that the four mono azo and the six diazo dyes had high rates of 
biodegradation. The two polyazo dyes had low rates of decolorization.  None of the dyes 
used in their study were solvent dyes such as Navipol Yellow GR.  The researchers did 
not identify what bacteria were present in the sewage sludge.   




Biodegradation of Dyes in Sequential Anaerobic / Aerobic System 
 There have been many methods developed to treat azo dye wastewaters. 
Biological methods have proven to be effective on the most diverse types of dyes and are
regarded as being the most economic and environmentally friendly.  As shown azo dyes 
do not readily degrade under aerobic conditions, but do degrade under anaerobic 
conditions.  The opposite can be said of the breakdown products of azo dyes.  They are 
more susceptible to biodegradation under aerobic conditions than anaerobic.  Complete 
treatment and an efficient biomineralization process can be obtained by a sequential 
anaerobic – aerobic process (Delee et al., 1998).  Sequential reactor studies have shown 
that generally a high amount of color removal can be obtained (Lourenco et al., 2001 ) 
and several of the studies have shown evidence of the removal of aromatic amines but did 
not conduct toxicity assays on the treated or untreated products (O’Neill et al., 2000; 
Rajaguru et al., 2000).   
 Haug et al. (1991) used a two phase anaerobic-aerobic system to decolor the azo 
dye Mordant Yellow 3.  A mixed culture of bacteria was used for both the anaerobic and 
aerobic process.  Complete decolorization was reported in the anaerobic phase, but the 
researchers state that the exact mechanism of decolorization was not understood.  The 
reduction of the azo bond of Mordant Yellow 3 resulted in the production of two 
intermediates, 6-aminonapthalene-2-sulphonic acid and 5-aminosalicylate.  Both 
accumulated under anaerobic conditions, but were degraded by the microorganisms 
during aerobic conditions.  Mordant Yellow 3 is a sulphonated azo dye unlike Navipol 
Yellow GR which is unsulphonated.     




 Rajaguru et al. (2000) reported that the sulfonated azo dyes Orange G, Amido 
Black 10B, Direct Red 4BS, and Congo Red were reduced, and the amines produced 
were completely mineralized by using a sequential anaerobic-aerobic treatment process.  
There was a total hydraulic retention time of three days for the anaerobic and aerobic 
bioreactors together.  Bacteria cultures used for the trial were isolated from textile dye-
contaminated soil around a textile plant, and glucose was used as a co-substrate.  Four 
bacterial strains of Pseudomonas were used in this study.  The species of bacterial strains 
used were not identified by the authors.  The treatment phase of the study consisted of an 
up-flow fixed bed column for the anaerobic part, and an agitated tank for the aerobic part.  
Subsequent plate culture studies confirmed that aniline could be utilized by the 
microorganisms as the sole source of carbon and nitrogen.  The researchers did not 
conduct toxicity tests on the dyes or metabolites from the dye degradation.     
 Brown and Hamburger (1987) conducted a study on the biodegradability of 
several dyes using an anaerobic – aerobic sequential step treatment.  Their research 
focused on the biodegradation of 14 azo dyes and two other dyes, and the identity of 
amine products produced from the anaerobic treatment phase.  No solvent dyes such as 
Navipol Yellow GR were used in this study.  The results from the anaerobic phase 
showed that the color was reduced in the dyes tested.  The metabolites were analyzed at 
the end of the anaerobic phase and eight aromatic amines were identified.  The aqueous 
liquid from the anaerobic phase was inoculated with 30 mg/l of activated sludge and then 
subjected to aerobic degradation conditions.  Results from the aerobic treatment phas 




showed a reduction in DOC for most of the dyes tested.  However, the sulphonated 
aromatic amines were found to be non-biodegradable, which is similar to other reports.    
  O’Neill et al. (2000) investigated the biodegradation of Procion Red H-E7B in an 
anaerobic – aerobic sequential system.  The treatment consisted of using activated sludge 
to inoculate a lab-scale upflow anaerobic sludge blanket (UASB) reactor.  Color removal 
using ultra-violet spectra high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC-UV), total 
organic nitrogen (TON) removal, and toxicity tests were performed on the anaerobic 
effluent.  The toxicity tests used respiration-inhibition tests to verify if aromatic amines 
were formed.  The respiration-inhibition tests showed that there was an increase in 
toxicity, which suggests that aromatic amines had formed.  TON levels were presented as 
increasing after anaerobic treatment, and decreasing after aerobic treatment.  The HPLC 
results showed the presence of highly polar compounds at the end of the aerobic phase, 
which indicates that the aromatic amines had either been removed or degraded into 
simpler molecules.  The authors concluded that Procion Red H-E7B could be shown to 
degrade to aromatic amine derivatives during anaerobic treatment with degradation of 
these products during aerobic treatment.    
 The degradation of CI Reactive Black 5 has been studied in a sequential anaerobic 
– aerobic process (Panswad and Luangdilok, 2000).  In this study 16 liter vessels with a 
mixed liquor suspended solids (MLSS) of 1500-2500 mg/L were used.  In the anaerobic 
phase a significant loss of color was observed.  The aerobic phase resulted in little 
additional loss of color.  The results showed that there was more color removal with 
increasing time, up to a point of maximum decolorization.     





Biological Degradation of Dye Metabolites in Aerobic Systems 
 Anaerobic bacteria are often able to cleave the azo linkages, but are generally 
unable to further degrade the dye metabolites.  Aerobic organisms have demonstrated the 
ability to degrade aromatic ring compounds to simpler molecules (O’Neill et al., 2000).  
Lee and Cho (2009) used Rhodococcus sp. to degrade benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, 
xylene (BTEX), and methyl tert-butyl ether (MTBE).  The Rhodococcus sp. was isolated 
from oil-contaminated soil.  Concentrations of BTEX and MTBE were analyzed using
gas chromatography.  Rhodococcus sp. was able to aerobically degrade all five of the 
single components.  Degradation rates were 234, 913, 131, 184, and 139 µmol g-dry cell 
weight -1 h-1 respectively, for benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, xylene, and MTBE.  
Navipol Yellow GR effluent contains ethylbenzene and xylene; therefore, Rhodococcus 
rodocorous was chosen for this study.  E. coli was also used in the aerobic treatment 
phase as a model bacteria for comparison with R. rodocorous. 
 
Factors Affecting Dye Biodegradation 
 Azo dyes and azo dye effluents are very diverse; therefore, there are many factors 
that may affect the biodegradation of the dyes.  Some parameters are non-dye related 
such as temperature, pH, species of bacteria, and cell permeability.  Other parameters are 
related more directly to the dye such as type of dye, dye concentration, dye side-groups, 
and dye solvents all of which may affect the biodegradability of azo dye efflu nt.   
 





Non-dye related factors 
 Wuhrmann et al. (1980) investigated the effects of pH, temperature, type and 
concentration of respiration substrates, and oxygen tension on the rate of biological 
reduction of several azo dyes.  They used a consortium of bacteria consisting of Bacillus 
cereus, Sphaerotilus natans, and two others that were not identified; the consortium was 
isolated from activated sewage sludge.  The study concluded that temperatures that are 
too high or too low can result in the exclusion of one or more organisms, resulting in the 
ineffectiveness of a bacterial consortium.  The authors further state that temperature has 
an increasing linear relationship with the reduction rate of Orange II and Lanasylviolet up 
to 28°C.   The results for pH showed an exponential increase in the decolorization with 
decreasing pH, but depended on the type of dye being degraded.   
 The types of bacteria used will have a definite effect on the biodegradation of azo
dyes, as discussed in earlier sections of this chapter.  The cell permeability of the bacteria 
might play a role in the biodegradation process.  Wuhrmann et al. (1980) investigated the 
affects of dye absorption to the cell walls of bacteria and concluded the following:  (1) 
dye absorption follows Freundlich adsorption isotherms at low dye loads per weight of 
biomass, but exhibits a high variability; (2) once absorbed further reduction may take 
place or the dye may remain in the cell wall; and (3) adsorption of dyes does not inhibit 
the reduction rate of microbes that exhibit the ability to reduce azo dyes.   
 
 




Dye related Factors 
 The structure of the dye itself will certainly play a role in its biodegradation rate.  
The biodegradation rate decreases as the number of azo bonds that must be broken 
increases.  Studies have indicated that monoazo dyes such as Navipol Yellow GR are 
more effectively decolorized than diazo, triazo, and anthraquinone dyes (Pearce et al., 
2003).   Brown and Laboureur (1983) reported that two poly-azo dyes showed only 
moderate to variable biodegradation as compared to four monoazo and six diazo dyes.  
They also reported that low molecular weight dyes have a more rapid degradation rate 
than high molecular weight dyes.  Dyes containing hydroxyl or amino groups were 
observed to degrade more rapidly than dyes containing methyl, methoxy, sulfo, or nitro 
groups (Pearce et al., 2003).   
The concentration of the dye can also affect the degradation rate due to toxic 
effects.  Seshadri et al. (1994) conducted a study which investigated the effect of different 
influent dye concentrations on the color removal efficiency. Their conclusion was that 
high dye concentrations may inhibit dye removal.  They further stated that the inhibition 
may be directly related to the effects of increased dye metabolite formati n at higher dye 
concentrations.  Cariell et al. (1995) showed that CI Reactive Red 141 was inhibitory to 
anaerobic organisms at concentrations greater than 100 mg/L.  The effluent of Navipol 








Mechanisms of Decolorization 
 Biological dye degradation occurs when an auxiliary substrate is oxidized by the 
bacteria and reduction equivalents are transferred to the dye molecule, resulting in 
cleavage of the azo bond (Libra et al., 2004).  Azo dyes such as Navipol Yellow GR can 
be decolorized in an anaerobic system by reduction of the azo bonds.  This takes place in 
a two stage process.  The first stage gives rise to an unstable, colorless compound (eqn. 1) 
which may revert to the original colored form under oxidizing conditions or be reduced 
further (eqn. 2).   
 
R1-N=N-R2 + 2e
- +2H+  R1-NH-NH-R2    
R1-NH-NH-R2 + 2e
- + 2H+  R1-NH2 + R2-NH2      2 
 
Weber et al. (1983) stated that azo reduction is enzymatically catalyzed by an enzyme 
referred to as azo reductase.  This enzyme is thought to possess broad substrate 
specificity and to be oxygen-sensitive.  This is the reason anaerobic conditions are 
required for the decolorization phase.  Aside from the specific azo reductase, there are 
also non-specific enzymes that can catalyze azo dye reduction.  These enzyms were 
found to be flavoproteins (Ghosh et al., 1993).   
 Biological decolorization is not regarded as just simply adsorbing to the biomass, 
since the saturation point is quickly reached and replacement of biomass is necessary for 
continued color removal.  It has been determined that color removal is primarily car ed 




out by biological degradation, since the examined biomass remained largely colorless 
(Chen et al., 2003).  
 
Toxicity Considerations 
 While azo dyes themselves are not usually considered to be a toxic pollutant, they 
are considered an aesthetic pollutant.  Many dyes are visible in water at concentrations as 
low as 1 mg l-1 (Meyer, 1981). Wastewaters from textile processing usually contain dyes 
in the range of 10-200 mg l-1.  Navipol Yellow GR effluent contains 19,315 mg l-1 dye, 
and is, therefore, highly colored and discharge would present an aesthetic problem.  Dyes 
are designed to be chemically, photolytically, and microbially resistant to decay.  
Therefore, they are highly persistent in natural environments.  However, it has been 
shown that dye metabolites can lead to an increase in toxicity (Brown and De Vito, 
1993).  In a study conducted by McCarthy (1997), 45 effluents from textile finishing 
plants showed that 27 percent of the wastewater samples were mutagenic in the AMES 
test.  The AMES test was developed by Bruce Ames and colleagues to give a simple 
assay for potential carcinogens.  The assay is based upon the reversion of mutatins in the 
histidine (his) operon in the bacterium Salmonella enterica sv Typhimurium.  The his 
operon encodes enzymes required for the biosynthesis of the amino acid histidine.  
Strains with mutations in the his operon are histidine auxotrophs.  Revertants that restore 
the His+ phenotype will grow on medium plates without histidine (Ames et al.,1973). 
In several studies involving an anaerobic / aerobic process, an increase in the 
toxicity of effluent from the anaerobic phase and a subsequent reduction in toxicity after 




the aerobic phase have been reported (Gottlieb et al., 2003; Isik and Sponza, 2004).  In a 
study by Libra et al. (2004), CI Reactive Black 5 was degraded in a sequential anaerobic / 
aerobic treatment process.  The colorless aromatic amines created by th  dye degradation 
in the anaerobic phase were oxidized in the aerobic phase and formed a product which 
absorbed in the visual range at a similar wavelength of maximum absorption (λmax) as the 
dye.  The by product was not removed during the aerobic phase.  Other concerns are the 
impurities and solvents used to dissolve the dye.  In the case of Navipol Yellow GR, 
these solvents consist of mixed xylene isomers and ethyl benzene.   
Wolfe (1988) studied the effects of mixed xylene isomers on male rats and mice.  
Doses of 0, 250, or 500 mg/kg-day (rats) and 0, 500, or 1000 mg/kg-day (mice) for five 
days per week for 103 weeks were administered to each group by gavage.  The results 
showed a decrease in body weight and decreased survival at high doses (500 mg/kg-day) 
in rats.  In mice the only treatment-related effect was hyperactivity which began at week 
four and continued throughout the test.  The hyperactivity effect was observed in mice at 
all doses.  In humans the principal systemic effect following exposure to xylenes is on the 
central nervous system (Nelson et al., 1943).  Nelson et al. (1943) exposed 10 healthy 
human volunteers to xylene concentrations of 100 to 200 ppm for 3 to 5 minutes.  The 
subjects reported eye, nose and throat irritation at 200 ppm but not at 100 ppm.  Hastings 
et al. (1984) reported that the NOAEL for eye irritation was 430 mg/m3 (100 ppm).  The 
MSDS for xylene states that the oral LD50 for rats is 4300 mg/kg, and the inhalation LC50 
is 5000 ppm /4 hrs.   




Cragg et al. (1989) used mice and rats to study the toxic effects of ethylbenzene.  
They exposed mice and rats (five/sex/group) to 0, 99, 382, and 782 ppm (0, 430, 
1659, and 3396 mg/m3) six hours/day, five days/week for four weeks by inhalation.  
Increased salivation was noticed in rats at levels of 382 ppm.  Both male and female rats 
had enlarged livers at doses of 782 ppm.  Mice showed similar results with an increase in 
liver size noticed at doses of 782 ppm.  The MSDS for ethylbenzene reports that the orl
LD50 for rats is 3500 mg/kg and the inhalation LC50 for rats 55000 mg/m
3/2hrs. 
 Decolorization of azo dyes by the cleaving of the azo bond produces aromatic 
amines and several of these have been identified as being toxic or carcinogenic as shown 
in Table 1.  Experiments have shown an increase in toxicity of the effluent during the 
anaerobic phase of treatment (Gottlieb et al., 2003)   
Table 1: Aromatic amines that may be considered human carcinogens based on supporting evidence 
(Brown and DeVito, 19931, U.S. EPA, 19992) 
                     Rats 
Aromatic Amine  Human Carcinogen Evidence1             Oral LD50
 2 (mg/kg) 
1-Napthylamine Slight/Mixed  779  
2-Napthylamine Good  779  
4-Biphenylamine Good  500  
Auramine Slight 480  
Aniline Good  250  
p-Toluidine Good  656  
 
Most studies have focused on biodegradation of water soluble dyes, as opposed to 
solvent dyes such as Navipol Yellow GR.  The added aromatic solvents create an 
additional layer of complexity to the degradation process.  Some dyes also contain heavy 




metals, such as anthraquinone dyes Vat Black 25 and Vat Olive Green B, which contain 
copper, and azo dye Solvent Black 101, which contains cobalt.   The Navipol family of 
dyes which includes Navipol Yellow GR does not contain any heavy metals.    
 Brown and DeVito (1993) have compiled a three part list of the biological 
mechanisms that are involved in the carcinogenic activation of azo dye compounds.  The 
authors state that : 
• Azo dyes may become toxic after the azo bond is cleaved, producing aromatic 
amines. 
 
• Azo dyes containing free aromatic amines within their structures that can be 
metabolically oxidized can lead to toxicity. 
 
• Toxic activation of an azo dye may occur following direct oxidation of the azo 
linkage producing highly reactive electrophilic diazonium salts.   
 
Depending on the experimental parameters, the estimated half-life of aromatic a ines 
ranged from 10 to 140 hours (Brown and DeVito, 1993).  This would indicate that long 
retention times may be necessary for complete mineralization of the by-products.  Studies 
have shown that specially adapted microbial strains may be necessary for the degradation 
of resistant aromatic amines (Pinheiro et al., 2004).   
 
 
Bioluminescent Toxicity Assay 
 Traditionally crustaceans, fish, and algae have been used to determine aquatic 
toxicity of various contaminants.  These tests require a long exposure time, and large 
sample volume.  Toxicity tests that are based on microorganisms offer rapid, cost-




effective, and reproducible alternatives to traditional animal toxicity studies (Parvez et 
al., 2006).  Bioluminescent toxicity assays require much less time, 5-30 min., as 
compared to fish lethality bioassays which take several days.   
The bioluminescent toxicity assay is based around Vibrio fischeri bacteria.  These 
bacteria are natural inhabitants of seawater that possess the ability to bioluminesce.  The 
bioluminescence is a result of a series of proteins contained in the lux operon, which is a 
set of genes that encode the luciferin-luciferase system.  Luminescence within Vibrio 
fischeri is a result of a chemical reaction of the enzyme luciferase, which oxidizes 
organic compounds to produce free energy in the form of light in the 490 nm range 
(Miyamoto et al., 2000).  Reduced flavin mononucleotide (FMNH2) also plays a large 
role in the bioluminescence reaction.   
   Flavin Reductase 
NADPH + H+ + FMN                               NADP + FMNH2 
    Luciferase 
FMNH2 + O2 + R-CHO                                    FMN + H2O + R-COOH + λv (490nm) 
 
 It has been found that the expression of luminescence is dependent on bacteria cell 
density, and therefore, light is not seen unless the bacteria are in a sufficiently high 
concentration.  This phenomenon is referred to as quorum sensing (Stevens and 
Greenberg, 1997).    
 For use in toxicity assays, the Vibrio fischeri bacteria are exposed to a 
contaminant for a predetermined amount of time.  The amount of light that the bacteria 
cells produce is related to the health of the bacteria.  Healthy bacteria will emit a greater 
amount of light, and thus the health of the bacteria can be measured by the amount of 




light they produce.  This concept can also be used to measure the toxicity of the chemical 
of concern.  The amount of light emitted can be measured either with a luminometer r a 
camera.  
 Bioluminescent toxicity tests have been gaining popularity since these test  offer 
a rapid and cost effective acute toxicity screen.  Even with different toxicity mechanisms 
for various organisms, a substance that is toxic for one organism often demonstrates 
similar toxic effects on other organisms (Kaiser, 1998).  Therefore, toxicity determined 
from bioluminescent toxicity tests can effectively indicate toxic effects on higher 
organisms (Parvez et al., 2006).  Evidence supports the correlation of 96-hr. LC50 values 
using fathead minnows (Pimephales promelas) with EC50 values from luminescent 
bacteria 5-30 min toxicity assays (Munkittrick et al., 1991).  Correlation can also be 
substantiated with acute toxicity bioassays using other fish species such as zebr fish 
(Brachydanio rerio), rainbow trout (Oncorhynchus mykiss), and American flagfish 
(Jordanella floridae) (Kaiser, 1981).  However, Kaiser and Esterby (1991) found no 
collinearity of bioluminescent bacteria with LD50 values in land animals such as rats.  
Bulich et al. (1981) investigated Microtox® for determining toxicity values for 257 
industrial effluent and complex wastes.  The Microtox® test system uses Vibrio fischeri 
bacteria which produce light as by-product of metabolism.  Microtox® measures the level 
of luminescence through the use of a luminometer.  A measured decrease in 
luminescence indicates an increase in toxicity.  The major difference betwen Microtox 
and Abratox, which was used to determine the toxicity of Navipol Yellow GR. effluent, 
is that Abratox uses a camera to measure the level of luminescence rather th n a 




luminometer.  The use of Abratox is discussed further in Chapter 3 of this thesis.  Bulich
et al. (1981) reported that Microtox® had a 78% agreement with fish assays.   
 Munkittrick et al. (1991) investigated the correlation of a bioluminescent toxicity 
assay (Microtox®) to acute lethality bioassays involving rainbow trout, fathead minnow, 
and Daphnia.  The correlations between the two toxicity tests were determined as 15 min 
Microtox® EC50 / LC50 of the other tests.  The results showed that the Microtox® assay 
was less sensitive than Daphnia toxicity assays for ammonia, hexachlorethane, and 
pentadione, but showed no discernable difference in sensitivity to propanol, 
pentachlorophenol, and toluene.  When comparing Microtox® to rainbow trout 
bioassays, Microtox® was less sensitive for ammonia, propanol, and benzene, but 
showed no difference for dichlorethane.  Fathead minnow assays were more sensitive 
than Microtox® to cyanide, chloroethanol, benzene, and acetone, but less sensitive to 
chlorinated phenols and ethanol.   Munkittrick et al. (1991) stated that Microtox® appears 
to be as sensitive as acute lethality tests to most pure organic compounds, and further 
stated that based on their research Microtox® could be used for the screening of highly 
toxic complex effluents from industry.  As the complexity of the industrial effluents 
increased, the correlations and sensitivity of Microtox® also increased, and the variability 
decreased. 
 Wang et al. (2002) evaluated the ability of bioluminescent toxicity assays to 
determine the toxicity of effluents containing dyestuffs and dye auxiliaries from textile 
plants.  The researchers did not specify if the dyes were azo dyes or not, but the dyes 
were all fiber reactive water soluble dyes.  The researchers used Vibrio fischeri bacteria, 




and a contact time with the contaminants of 15 minutes.  The luminescence was 
measured with a Lumistox 300 luminometer.  Based on the luminescence, an EC50 d 
EC20 were calculated.  Their results showed a high aquatic toxicity potential of the 
samples tested.  The researchers stated that bioluminescence toxicity tests could be 
applied as a rapid pre screening test for toxicity evaluation of a variety of textile process 
effluents.    
Svenson et al. (1996) also examined acute toxicity of textile effluents using a 
Vibrio fischeri bioluminescent toxicity assay.   The researches attempted to determine 
toxicity values using Microtox® of effluents from the forest industry, the textile industry, 
and the pharmaceutical industry.  They went one step further in correlating the toxicity 
values to specific chemicals identified within the effluents using gas chromatography / 
mass spectroscopy.  Within the samples from the textile industry the majority of the 
toxicity of the effluent was attributed to unsaturated fatty acids which probably originated 
from raw materials used in the dying process.  Fatty acids would not be a concern with 
Navipol Yellow GR effluent or its metabolites.  The researchers found that not only does 
the concentration of the toxicants affect the test organism, but the combinations of certain 
chemicals also had an effect. 
  
Summary 
 The following is a summary from the literature reviewed in Chapter 2: 
a) Azo dyes are relatively persistent under natural environmental conditions. 




b) Azo dyes are not significantly biodegraded in an aerobic environment, although 
some color is removed by adsorption of the dyes to the biomass in the system. 
c) While there are numerous articles on the subject of azo dye biodegradation, there 
has not been any prior research conducted on the subject of biodegradation of 
Navipol Yellow GR. 
d) Azo dyes are generally regarded as being non-toxic, but the products from the 
degradation of the dye molecule can be toxic. 
e) Sequential anaerobic/aerobic treatment strategies have proven to be effective in 
color and toxicity reduction. 
f) Bioluminescent toxicity assays have proven to be a cost efficient and effective 
















CHAPTER  3 
EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 
Introduction  
 The purpose of this study was to develop a treatment strategy for the 
monoazo dye Navipol Yellow GR for the removal of color and the subsequent 
degradation of the aromatic amines and solvent carriers to decrease toxicity.  The treated 
product should be suitable to be discharged into the municipal sewer system of the City 
of Rock Hill.  Navipol Yellow GR is manufactured by Sunbelt Corporation located in 
Rock Hill, SC, and it supplied the effluent sample for treatment.  The trials were 
conducted in two phases.  The first phase was an anaerobic phase for the removal of color 
and the second an aerobic phase for the removal of aromatic solvents and aromatic 
amines to reduce toxicity.  Due to the possible inhibitory effects of this high dye 
concentration to the bacteria, the effluent was diluted by a factor of ten. 
 
Stock Solutions 
 Laboratory stock solutions were prepared for use in the anaerobic phase of the 
treatment process.  All stock solutions were prepared using distilled water obtained 








Peptone Stock Solution (for 150 ml of prepared solution): 
 Peptone (Ward’s Natural Sciences)                                    1.5 grams 
 Tryptic Soy Broth (Sigma Aldrich)                                    4.5 grams 
 Monopotassium phosphate (ICL Performance Products)  1.5 grams 
 
Calcium Chloride Stock Solution (for 30 ml of prepared solution): 
 
 Calcium Chloride (Dow Chemical)                                    600 mg 
 
Magnesium Sulfate Stock Solution (for 30 ml of prepared solution): 
 
 Magnesium Sulfate (PQ Corporation)                                600 mg 
 
Iron Chloride Stock Solution (for 30 ml of prepared solution): 
 
 Iron Chloride (PVS Technologies)                                     150 mg 
 
 
The mineral additives provided the micronutrients for biomass growth, while the peptone 
and tryptic soy broth provided additional reduction equivalents which also aid in biomass 
growth and subsequent dye reduction.   The stock solutions were autoclaved at 121°C for 
15 min.  
 
Bacteria Cultures 
 Bacteria cultures used for the anaerobic phase of the trial consisted of Bacillus 
subtilis, Enterobacter aerogenes, Enterococcus faecalis, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa.  
All bacteria samples were purchased from Ward’s Natural Sciences unlessoth rwise 
noted.  Lyophilized bacteria were rehydrated by adding 0.5ml of rehydration solution, 
which was provided by Ward’s Natural Sciences,  to a sterile 2 ml glass vial containing 
the lyophilized bacteria.  The solution was mixed by drawing the solution up and down 
within a sterile pipet ten times.  The sterile plastic pipet was provided by Ward’s Natural 




Sciences.  This solution was used to inoculate sterile glass 4 ml vials containing 3 ml of 
tryptic soy broth.  The inoculated solution was then placed in an incubator at 35°C for 48 
hrs.  
Flow Chart for Set-up and Design 
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Test Setup and Design 
 Test #1 and test #2 were conducted with both an anaerobic phase and an aerobic 
phase as shown in the flow chart.  Each box in the flow chart represents a set of three 
replicate bottles.  The Preparation for the two tests were the same except for where noted. 
The anaerobic phase of tests #1 and #2 was conducted on the lab countertop using 
250 ml glass amber bottles with a cap and Teflon coated silicone septa which had all been 
autoclaved at 121°C for 15 min prior to filling of the bottles.  All experiments weredon  
in triplicate using replicate test bottles (n=3).    The following components were added to 
a clean and autoclaved 500 ml beaker.   
 171 ml distilled water  
   20 ml Navipol Yellow GR effluent 
     5 ml Peptone stock solution 
                1 ml calcium chloride stock solution 
                1 ml iron chloride stock solution 
                1 ml magnesium sulfate stock solution 
 
This brought the total volume of the solution to 199 ml.  The pH of the solution was 
adjusted from the undiluted effluent pH of 9.2 to a final pH of 7.2 for test #1 and 6.2 for 
test #2 with 1N HCl.  Due the color increase observed in the B. subtilis samples in test #1 
it was reasoned that pH could be a factor in the color increase; therefore, test #2 wa  
adjusted to a lower beginning pH.  The solution was poured into an amber bottle and 
capped.  This was repeated for each bottle.  Once all bottles had been filled with the 
solutions, each bottle was inoculated with 1 ml of the bacterial solution by way of a 
sterile 1 ml plastic syringe.  The control bottles had 1 ml of distilled water added for 
consistent volume in all bottles.  The bottles containing all four bacteria in a consortium 
had 250 µl of each bacteria culture dispensed into the bottle.  The final dilution of 




Navipol Yellow GR effluent was 1:10.  The tests of the four bacteria samples and the 
control were conducted in triplicate.  The headspace of each bottle was flushed with 
nitrogen gas for 30 sec on the lab bench top.  The bottles where capped, and sealed for 
the final time.  The solution in the bottles was not deoxygenated because all bacteria used 
in the anaerobic phase were facultative anaerobes rather than obligate anaerobes.  The 
bottles were placed in an incubator at 35°C for ten days.  The controls used in this study 
are described in Table 2, and the control acronyms given in the table will be used when 
referencing a test control.   
  
Table 2: Controls and control acronyms used. 
         Controls used for this study               Control acronyms 
Control with Navipol Yellow GR effluent 
and nutrient solutions but no bacteria. 
CD 
Control with bacteria and nutrient solutions 
but no Navipol Yellow GR effluent. 
CB 
Bioluminescent control – Vibrio fischeri 




Samples of 1.5 ml were taken from each bottle in the anaerobic phase every 24 
hrs for a total of 10 days.  Solution was extracted from each bottle, through the septa, by 
using a 5 ml glass syringe fitted with a 0.45 µm glass micro fiber filter  with plastic 
housing (Whatman Inc.). The solution was filtered as it entered the syringe.  The filtrate 
was then dispensed into semi-micro polysytrene cuvets (VWR) and capped with a cuvet
cap.  Samples were analyzed for color and pH.  Analysis for pH at days 1-7 was done 




with pH paper (Hydrion Products # 165/1-12).  Due to a color change in the B. subtilis 
samples in test #1 pH analysis for days 8-10 was done using a pH meter (Oakton 
pHtester-10) for a more precise measurement.  The pH for test #2 was measured by sing 
the Oakton pH meter.  Samples were analyzed immediately after being withdra n from 
the bottles when possible.  However, some samples did require storage for later analysis, 
and this was done in accordance with Standard Methods for the Examination of Water 
and Wastewater (Greenberg et al.,1985) by placing samples in the lab refrigerator, which 
was kept at 4° C.   
 
ADMI Color Measurement 
 The American Dye Manufacture’s Institute (ADMI) color value was developed 
for the measurement of wastewater containing dyes and textile effluents.  The ADMI 
color method is based on the color difference of platinum cobalt standard solutions from 
distilled water.  By definition distilled water always has an ADMI color value of zero.   
 The ADMI color value was determined spectrophotometrically according to 
Standard Methods 204D (1985).  A calibration curve was created by using prepared 
platinum cobalt color standards of 500, 250, 125, 62.5, and 25 ADMI units (Figure A-1).  
Standards were analyzed using a Beckman DV-640 spectrophotometer and semi-mico 
polystyrene cuvets with a 1 cm path length.  Each sample was scanned from 400-700 nm 
and measured in percent transmission (%T).  The %T values at 590, 540, and 438 were 
designated T1,T2, and T3, respectively.  These wavelengths represent the color values of 




the primary colors red, green, and blue.  These values were used to calculate tristimulus 
values using the following equations: 
    X = (T3 x 0.1899) + (T1 x 0.791)    3 
    Y = T2                 4 
    Z = T3 x 1.1835         5 
 
Tristimulus values represent the relative intensity of the colors red, green and blue.  
These are sometimes referred to as R,G,B values.   The tristimulus values for the distilled 
water blank were always set to the following values: 
   Xc = 98.09       6 
   Yc = 100.0       7 
   Zc = 118.35       8 
 
The tristimulus values for the samples and the blank were then converted to Munsell 
values using published tables (Judd and Wyszecki, 1975), and these values were 
represented by Vx, Vy, and Vz.  Color difference (DE) values were calculated using the 
Munsell values according to the following formulas where the subscript s represents the 
sample and subscript c represents the distilled water blank: 
   ∆Vy = Vys - Vyc      9 
   ∆(Vx – Vy) = (Vxs – Vys) – (Vxc – Vyc)   10 
   ∆(Vy – Vz) = (Vys – Vzs) – (Vyc – Vzc)   11 
   DE = {(0.23 ∆Vy)
2 + [∆(Vx – Vy)]
2 + [0.4 ∆(Vy – Vz)]
2} 1/2 12 
 
The DE values for the standards were used to create a calibration factor, Fn, according to 
the equation below: 
    Fn = (APHA)n (b)     13 
                 (DE)n 
 
Where:  (APHA)n = American Public Health Association (APHA) color value for                     
platinum-cobalt standard n 
   (DE)n = DE value for standard n 




    b = cell light path (cm) 
 
A calibration curve was created plotting (DE)n against Fn. 
The ADMI color values were calculated with the following formula: 
 
    ADMI = (F) (DE)       14 
             b   
 
 
Dye Concentration Measurement  
 The concentration of Navipol Yellow GR dye contained in the effluent was 
reasoned to be high from visual inspection of the effluent.  Therefore, standards of 
Navipol Yellow GR were analyzed with a spectrophotometer for color using known 
concentrations of 50,000, 30,000, 20,000, 10,000, 5,000 and 2,500 ppm.  Navipol Yellow 
GR was diluted to the appropriate concentration with hexane.  The solution was filtered
with a 0.45 µm glass fiber filter prior to dispensing into a polystyrene cuvete.  A 
calibration curve was created plotting concentration vs. calculated color difference (DE) 
(Figure A-2).   
 
Aerobic Phase 
 After 10 days of anaerobic treatment a portion of the resulting solution in each 
bottle was transferred to an autoclaved 125 ml Erlenmeyer flask for the aerobic treatment 
phase for both test #1 and #2.  The anaerobic bottles were opened and 100 ml was poured 
into a labeled flask.  A #5 rubber two-hole stopper was fitted into the top of the flask.  
One hole was used for the insertion of a glass tube which was connected to an air line for 




the continuous aeration of the flask.  The other stopper hole remained open for the 
exchange of air and to be used as a sampling port.   
 
Innoculation with aerobic bacteria 
 Once the flasks had been filled, each flask for test #1 was inoculated with 
Rhodococcus rodocorous using 1 ml of prepared culture.  The R. rodocorous was 
obtained from Ward’s Natural Sciences as a live tube culture.  The culture was used to 
streak petri dishes of brain heart agar (Fluka).  The plates were allowed to incubate at 
25°C for 48 hrs.  After 48 hrs, the bacterial cells of two plates was suspended in brain 
heart broth by adding 2 ml of broth to the dish, and lightly agitating the bacterial olonies 
with a sterile swab.  The brain heart broth, now containing the suspended bacteria, was 
removed with a pipette and dispensed into a sterile 125 ml Erlenmeyer flask.  The 
contents of the flask were brought to a volume of 25 ml with additional brain heart broth.  
The flask was sealed with a two hole rubber stopper; and a glass tube inserted into one of 
the holes.  The flask was aerated for 48 hrs at 25°C.  After 48 hrs incubation time, a small 
volume (1 ml) of the flask was used to inoculate each sample flask.  The control flasks 
had an additional 1 ml of distilled water added instead of 1 ml of bacteria culture.  The 
same procedure was used to inoculate the flasks in test #2 using E. coli bacteria for the 
aerobic treatment phase.  Samples in test #2 containing both E. coli and R. rodocorous 
had 500 µl of each bacteria culture added to the flasks.   
 
 





 During the aerobic phase, samples were taken from the flasks every 48 hrs for a 
total of 8 days.  Vacuum filtration, using a 0.45 µm glass fiber filter, was used to filter 5 
ml samples from each flask.  The filtrate was used for gas chromatography (GC) analysis, 
dissolved organic carbon (DOC) analysis, dissolved total nitrogen (DTN) analysis, and 





 The samples were prepared for GC analysis by using liquid-liquid extraction to 
partition the solvents to the hexane phase with 1 ml of hexane added to 1 ml of the 
sample.  The sample was shaken for 1 min and allowed to settle for 30 min.  The solvent 
phase was removed and dried with sodium sulfate.  The solvent was then drawn off and 
dispensed into a 2 ml GC vial and sealed with a cap and septa.  The samples were 
analyzed using an HP 5890 Series II Gas Chromatography System with auto sampler 
(Table 3).   
 Table 3: GC settings. 
 
Detector Flame ionization detector (FID) 
Column ZB-5, 30 m  x 0.25mm i.d. 0.25 µm film thickness 
Inj. Volume 1 µl 
Carrier Gas N2 
Injector Temp 225°C 
Detector Temp 300°C 
Oven Temp Initial 60°C, hold for 7 min ramp at 15°C to 210°C 




Blank Blank: Hexane, 2 flushes of hexane before or between injections 
  
 
 Calibration curves were created for the three isomers of  xylene and ethylbenzene 
(Figures A-3 to A-6).  Standards of each were prepared by diluting the measured mount 
of either xylene or ethylbenzene with hexane.  Standards of 50,000, 30,000, 20,000, 
10,000, 5,000, and 2,500 ppm of each solvent were used.  The xylene used for this step 
was a mixture of all three isomers.  Data from the GC analysis were used to d termine the 
concentration of xylene and ethylbenzene in the effluent.  A calibration curve was created 
plotting concentration (ppm) vs. area (count*sec).   
 
Dissolved Organic Carbon/Dissolved Total Nitrogen Analysis 
 Since the samples were filtered, the measurements from the TOC/TN analyzer 
were measured as DOC and DTN.  Samples for DOC/DTN analysis were prepared by 
diluting the filtered effluent by 100 with distilled water.  A Shimadzu TOC-V CSH total 
organic carbon analyzer was used for DOC analysis along with a Shimadzu TNM-1 total 
nitrogen measuring unit (Table 3).  TOC standards were prepared using potassium 
hydrogen phthalate; and TN standards were prepared using potassium nitrate (Figures A-
7 and A-8). 








3 injections per sample 
1 wash 
Samples acidified with HCL 
Sparge time 4 min 
Injection volume of 150 µl 




Abratox Bioluminescent Assay 
The Abratox test kit and Abratox camera was purchased from Abraxis – 
Warminster, PA.  The kit contains the Vibrio fischeri bioluminescent bacteria, 
photobacterium broth, and osmotic buffer solution.  The Vibrio fischeri were stored at or 
below -18°C until needed.  The remaining solutions were kept at 4°C.  The lypholized 
Vibiro fischeri were reconstituted by adding 2.5 ml of photobacterium broth as a 
reconstitution solution to the bacteria.  The solution was equilibrated at 4°C for 30 min, 
then 1 ml of each previously filtered sample was dispensed into test cuvettes supplied by 
Abraxis.  Into these same cuvettes 100 µl of osmotic buffer solution and 100 µl of 
reconstituted bacterial suspension were added.  The cuvettes were shaken and then placed 
in an incubator at 15°C for 15 min.  Blanks were prepared by adding 1 ml of distilled 
water and 100 µl of osmotic buffer to a cuvette.  Positive controls were prepared by 
adding 1 ml of photobacterium broth and 100 µl of osmotic buffer solution to a cuvette.   
 After 15 min incubation time the samples were loaded into the Abratox camera.  
The camera had been previously loaded with Fuji FP-3000B instant film.  The lid of the 
camera was closed and the samples exposed to the film for 30 sec.  After 30 sec the film 
was removed from the camera and allowed to develop for 15 sec before the backing of 
the film was removed.  The image was scanned into a computer and analyzed with 
Image-J software, a public domain program developed at the National Institutes of 
Health.  Calculated values for the blank were subtracted from the samples and the 
positive control as this value is regarded as background.  Percent inhibition was 
calculated from the results.  




           IT15  
INH%= _________ * 100   15 
                   I0 
 Where: 
  IT15  =  Luminescence intensity of test sample after 15 min. contact time. 
                        I0     =  Luminescence intensity of the positive control. 
 
Percent inhibition was plotted against time for each of the four bacteria cultures used in 
the anaerobic phase, as well as a control.   
 A similar procedure was carried out to generate an EC50 curve for the untreated 
Navipol Yellow GR effluent.  In this test eight separate dilutions of the effluent w re 
used.  
 Dilution 0, no dilution (final dilution will be 1:1.25) 
 Dilution 1, 2 ml sample and 2 ml of distilled water (final dilution 1:2.5) 
 Dilution 2, 2 ml dilution 1 + 2 ml distilled water (1:5) 
 Dilution 3, 2 ml dilution 2 + 2 ml distilled water (1:10) 
 Dilution 4, 2 ml dilution 3 + 2 ml distilled water (1:20) 
 Dilution 5, 2 ml dilution 4 + 2 ml distilled water (1:40)   
Dilution 6, 2 ml dilution 5 + 2 ml distilled water (1:80) 
 Dilution 7, 2 ml dilution 6 + 2 ml distilled water (1:160) 
 Dilution 8, 2 ml dilution 7 + 2 ml distilled water (1:320) 
 
Each dilution was prepared in duplicate by adding 100 µl of osmotic buffer solution and 
100 µl of Vibrio fischeri reagent to each cuvette.  The samples were allowed to incubate 
at 15°C for 15 min.  After incubation the samples were exposed to the film and analyzed 
in the same way as described above.  Percent inhibition was plotted against concentration 
using a logarithmic scale to generate an EC50 value for the untreated Navipol Yellow GR 
effluent.   
 





 Statistical analysis for both test #1 and test #2 were performed using InStat 
version 3.10 (GraphPad Software).  Results were deemed significant if the Type I error 
was less than 5% (p<0.05).  A one way ANOVA and Tukey-Kramer multiple 
comparisons tests were used to analyze the differences between means of more than two 
samples.  A t-test was used to analyze the means of two samples.  The Kolmogorov and 
Smirnov method was used to assess normality of the data.  The total number of samples 






















 In general, the experimental results correspond well with the findings reported in 
the literature.  The anaerobic phase of treatment provided significant color rem val with 
all four of the bacteria species tested.  Rapid color removal was observed during the first 
24 hr period with a much reduced rate of color removal thereafter.  The aerobic phase 
reduced the toxicity as shown by the Abratox bioluminescent toxicity assay.  The 
concentrations of aromatics, including the xylene and ethyl benzene present in the 
original effluent sample, were decreased along with DOC and DTN.   
 
Anaerobic Phase –Test #1 
 After 24 hr of anaerobic treatment, color measurements from the 
spectrophotometer showed that between 41% and 54% color had been removed (Figure 
3).  The controls showed a color reduction of 22%.  Enterococcus faecalis showed the 
most color removal at 54%, which was not significantly different from the Bacillius 
subtilis samples of 43%.  Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Enterobacter aerogenes had 
average color removals of 41% and 43%, respectively.  All of these had average color 
removals after 24 hrs that were significantly different from the control (CD) based on 
one-way ANOVA (p< 0.01).  The first day had by far the greatest percentage of color 




removal.  However, color did continue to decrease at a slower rate the remainder of the 
trial with the exception of Bacillus subtilis which showed an increase in color on day 8.  
This was possibly due to an increase in pH of the test solutions.  The starting pH of the 
solutions had been adjusted to 7.2 by using HCl.  The pH of the test solutions by day 8 
had increased to between 7.6 and 7.9.  Beginning on day 8 the color of the solutions taken 
from the Bacillus subtilis bottles quickly turned from near clear to light red upon 
exposure of the samples to air.  Due to the pH increase and the color increase of the B.
subtilis samples, the pH of all of the samples containing bacteria were adjusted to 6.5 
using HCl on day 8.  All samples containing bacteria showed a pH increase by day 8, but 
only the Bacillus subtilis bottles showed a color increase.  This color change was also 
apparent on day 9 and 10.  The controls did not show a pH increase, and therefore, no 
additional HCl was added to these bottles. 
 
Figure 3:  Fraction of color remaining during anaerobic phase of treatment.  Samples were taken 
daily from day 1 to day 10.  (error bars represent tandard error, n=3) 






 The average color removed from the samples after 10 days of anaerobic treatment 
ranged from 30% to 75% (Figure 4).  The greatest color removal was observed in the 
Enterococcus aerogenes samples, with the least in the Bacillus subtilis samples.  These 
samples were significantly different from each other with a p-value < 0.05 based on a one 
way ANOVA test.  Pseudomonas aeruginosa and Enterococcus faecalis samples had 
average color removals of 65% and 71%, respectively. They were not significantly 
different at a p-value > 0.05.  The control (CD) had an average color reduction of 32% by 
day 10.  The untreated effluent after being diluted by 10 with distilled water had an 
ADMI color value of 1559.  The average ADMI color values at the end of the anaerobic 
treatment phase ranged from 1095 for Bacillus subtilis, 552 for Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa, 456 for Enterococcus faecalis, and 386 for Enterobacter aerogenes.  The 
control had an ADMI color value of 1062 by day 10.  There was no target ADMI color 
set for this study.  South Carolina does not have color discharge limits, so as long as the 
discharged effluent is not adversely coloring natural waters there are no color limits.   





Figure 4: Percent of color removed after 10 days of anaerobic treatment.  Columns with the same 
letter designation are not significantly different.   (standard error, n=3). 
 
 
Anaerobic Phase – Test #2 
 The anaerobic phase test was repeated a second time starting at a lower pH of 6.2 
to determine if pH was a factor in the ADMI color value increase seen in the Bacillus 
subtilis treatment from test #1.  Along with the four individual cultures included in test 
#1, there were three bottles containing all four bacteria cultures combined, and controls 
containing all four bacteria cultures and no dye.  Biomass growth was measured 
spectrophotometrically for test #2.  All other parameters for test #2 remained the same as 
those used in test #1.   




 The results of the second test revealed no color shift or color increase during the 
duration of the test.  The pH of all the samples was maintained between 6.0 and 6.5 
during the 10 day test period by adding HCl if needed.  The percent of color removed 
after 48 hr of aerobic treatment averaged between 51% and 60% (Figure 5).  The highest 
average color removal was observed in E. faecalis, and the cultures containing all four 
bacteria cultures; no statistical difference was found between the two treatments.  The 
lowest average color removal was observed with the B. subtilis treatment.  The other 
cultures had 54% removal for P. aeruginosa, and 51% for E. aerogenes.  All of the 
samples were statistically different from the control based on one way ANOV , which 
had average color removal of 15% (p-value < 0.001).  
 
Figure 5: Fraction of color remaining during anaerobic phase of treatment.  Samples were taken 
every other day from day 2 to day 10. (standard error, n=3) 
 
Time (days) 




 The average color removed for test #2 after 10 days of anaerobic treatment rangd 
from 67% to 74% (Figure 6).  The highest average color removal was observed within the 
samples containing all four bacteria cultures, but this was not statistically significant 
compared to the E. aerogenes and E. faecalis treatments.  The lowest was observed in the 
B. subtilis samples.  P. aeruginosa samples had an average color removal of 71%, E. 
aerogenes and E. faecalis had average color removal of 73%.  All samples had average 
color removals that were statistically different than the control (CD), which had average 
color removal of 15% after 10 days of anaerobic treatment (p-value < 0.001).   
 
Figure 6: Average color removed after 10 days of anaerobic treatment.  Columns with the same 
letter designation are not significantly different.  (standard error, n=3) 
 




 Biomass growth was measured during test #2 of the anaerobic phase of treatment.  
Biomass was measured using a spectrophotometer with absorbance readings taken at 590 
nm.  Two samples of 2 ml each were taken from each test bottle.  The first samplewas 
filtered as in test #1 except for using a 0.2 µm glass fiber filter.  The second sample was 
left unfiltered.  The recorded absorbance from the filtered sample was subtracted from the 
unfiltered sample to give a value representative of the biomass in each of the bottles.   
 The results indicate a rapid increase in biomass during the first half of the test, 
with a reduced rate of biomass growth the second half.  For test #2, a control (CB) 
containing bacteria but no dye was used in this test along with a control (CD) with dye 
and no bacteria.  The control (CB) without dye was included to assess the influence that 
the dye had on bacteria growth (Figure 7).  Further study is needed to determine if the 
bacteria were using the dye molecule as a source of carbon and energy, or if the increase 
in absorbance compared to the two controls was a result of metabolites from the 
degradation of the dye molecule. 
 





Figure 7: Biomass growth during anaerobic treatment phase as me sured by a photospectrometer 
at an absorbance of 590nm.  (standard error, n=3) 
 
Aerobic Phase - Test #1 
 For the the aerobic phase of test #1 Rhodococcus rodocorous was used as the 
bacteria culture for all the samples.  During the aerobic phase samples were taken every 
other day and GC, DOC, DTN, and bioluminescent toxicity analyses were conducted.   
Five ml samples were removed from each flask.  These samples were vacuum filtered 
using a 0.45 µm glass fiber filter.  When necessary the samples were stored at 4°C until 
needed for analysis.   
 
DOC / DTN analysis 
 All of the samples had DTN reduction values that were statistically similar.  The 
DTN levels at day 0 ranged from 2.9 to 3.5 mg l-1. Total nitrogen levels of the samples 




by day 8 of the test were not statistically different from the control (CD) average of 1.6 
mg l-1 (Figure 8). The majority of the DTN reduction came in the first two days with a 
slower rate of reduction thereafter.  The average percent reduction in DTN after 8 days of 
aerobic treatment was 53% for P. aeruginosa, 51% for B. subtilis, 45% for E. aerogenes, 
and 45% for E. faecalis (Figure 10).  There was no statistical difference among the 
samples based on one-way ANOVA.   
 Dissolved organic carbon (DOC) analysis was also conducted to provide 
additional evidence of the level of degradation of the aromatics contained in the samples.  
A reduction in DOC would indicate that the organic molecules had been converted to 
inorganic forms.  All of the samples had a reduction in DOC levels that were statistically 
different from the control (p-value < 0.01).  The average DOC level of the control (CD) 
on day 8 was 7.07 mg l-1 (Figure 9).  Bacillus subtilis had a slight increase in DOC on the 
second day of the aerobic phase, but a reduction in DOC was observed in later readings; 
by day 6, the DOC levels were significantly below that of the control (p-value < 0.01).   
The average DOC reduction for each of the samples was 28% for P. aeruginosa, 27% for 
B. subtilis, 25% for E. aerogenes, and 27% for E. faecalis (Figure 11).  There was no 
significant difference between the P. aeruginosa samples and the other three bacteria 
samples.   














Figure 8: DTN removal during aerobic phase of  treatment using R. rodocorous.  a) B. subtilis, b) 
E. aerogenes c) E. faecalis d) P. aeruginosa. (standard error, n=3) 





Figure 9: Percent DTN removed during the aerobic treatment phase using R. rodocorous.  















Figure 10: DOC removal during aerobic treatment phase.   a) B. subtilis, b) E. aerogenes c) E. 
faecalis d) P. aeruginosa. (standard error, n=3) 
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Figure 11: Percent DOC removed during the aerobic treatment phase using R. rodocorous. 
(standard error, n=3) 
 
 GC Analysis 
 Gas chromatography (GC) analysis was used to track removal of the dye solvents 
and production of intermediate products.  Levels of xylene and ethyl benzene were 
measured using GC analysis (Figure 12).  Analysis of the untreated effluent, after being 
diluted by a factor of 10, showed that levels of ethyl benzene were 12.4 ppm, o-xylene 
5.8 ppm, m-xylene 7.4 ppm, and p-xylene concentration was at 19. ppm.  These values 
multiplied by the dilution factor of 10 yields the concentrations in the original undiute  
effluent.  Samples were taken again after 10 days of anaerobic treatment, prior to the start 




of the aerobic phase.  At this point there were no detectable levels of ethyl benzene or any 
of the xylene.    
 
 
Figure 12: GC chromatogram of untreated Navipol Yellow GR effluent at  10X dilution.  
Retention  times are 9.6 min. for ethyl benzene, 10.0 min. for o-xylene, 10.1 min for m-xylene, 
and 10.4 min. for p-xylene.  
 
GC analysis at the end of the anaerobic phase, which was the beginning of the 
aerobic phase, indicated the presence of three unknown products.  Chemical A was 
detected in the untreated effluent, but in lower concentrations.  The other two chemicals, 
chemicals B and C, were not detected in the effluent before treatment.  While effort was 
made to identify these chemicals, the use of flame ionization detection (FID) did not 
allow identification.  The first of these chemicals had a retention time (RT) of 17.4 
minutes.  This chemical was labeled A.  Samples at days 2, 6, and 8 of the aerobic phase 
indicated that the concentration of A decreased significantly over time.  All four bacteria 




cultures had a significant removal of A by day 8.  A second chemical (B) was detected at 
day 0 with a retention time of 14.6 minutes in all four bacteria cultures.  The 
concentration of B increased significantly from day 0 to day 2, but showed no significant 
change in concentration on succeeding days.  GC analysis also showed the presence of 
another unknown (C) with a 14.1 minute retention time that increased in concentration 
with time.  Chemical C was not detected at day 0 or day 2, but was detected in increasing 
concentrations on days 4, 6, and 8 (Figures 13-16).  It is evident that this compound 
increased during the anaerobic phase of treatment, but was then subsequently degraded 
during the aerobic phase.  There was no significant difference between the treatments 
with regard to the reduction of chemical A after 8 days of aerobic treatment.  However, 
all treatments did show a significant difference when compared to the control with a p-
value < 0.001.  
 
 Figure 13: GC analysis of breakdown products from Navipol Yellow GR using 
 Bacillus subtilis + Rhodococcus rodocorous during aerobic treatment phase.  The control 
represents CD. (Chemical ‘A’ – RT 17.4 min., Chemical ‘B’ – RT 14.6 min., Chemical ‘C’ – RT 
14.1 min.) (standard error, n=3) 





Figure 14: GC analysis of breakdown products from Navipol Yellow GR using Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa  + Rhodococcus rodocorous during aerobic treatment phase. The control represnts 
CD..  (Chemical ‘A’ – RT 17.4 min., Chemical ‘B’ – RT 14.6 min., Chemical ‘C’ – RT 14.1 min.) 
(standard error, n=3) 
 
 
Figure 15: GC analysis of breakdown products from Navipol Yellow GR using Enterobacter 
aerogenes + Rhodococcus rodocorous during aerobic treatment phase. The control represnts CD. 
(Chemical ‘A’ – RT 17.4 min., Chemical ‘B’ – RT 14.6 min., Chemical ‘C’ – RT 14.1 min.) 
(standard error, n=3) 
 
 





Figure 16: GC analysis of breakdown products from Navipol Yellow GR using Enterococcus 
faecalis + Rhodococcus rodocorous during aerobic treatment phase.  The control represents CD. 
(Chemical ‘A’ – RT 17.4 min., Chemical ‘B’ – RT 14.6 min., Chemical ‘C’ – RT 14.1 min.) 
(standard error, n=3) 
 
 
ADMI Color Measurement 
 At the end of the aerobic phase, ADMI color was again measured using the same 
techniques as previously.  With the exception of B. subtilis samples, further color 
reduction during the aerobic phase of test #1 was minimal.  The average color reduction 
during 8 days of aerobic treatment was 5% for P. aeruginosa, and 9% for E. aerogenes.  
E. faecalis had an increase in ADMI color of 1%, while B. subtilis had a decrease in 
ADMI color of 41%.  The color level of B. subtilis decreased further during the aerobic 
phase as a possible result of the pH adjustment made at the end of the anaerobic phase in 
test #1.  Another test (#2) using B. subtilis was conducted to verify this hypothesis. 
 




Bioluminescent Toxicity Assay 
 The Abratox bioluminescent toxicity assay was used to create an EC50 curve for 
the untreated Navipol Yellow GR effluent.  Percent inhibition values were plotted against 
concentration using a logarithmic scale.  The results of the assay showed that the EC50 
value for the untreated effluent is 55,540 mg l-1 (Figure 17).   
 
 Figure 17: EC50 curve for untreated Navipol Yellow GR effluent using logarithmic scales. 
 
 
 The Abratox assay was also used to assess the toxicity of the treated samples 
during the aerobic phase.  Samples were taken every other day for a total of 8 days.  Each 
of the four bacteria cultures used in the anaerobic phase were analyzed and tracked 
separately during the aerobic phase treatment with Rhodococcus rodocorous.  The results 
showed that there was a significant average toxicity reduction of 69.5% after two days of 




aerobic treatment (Figures 18 and 19) for P. aeruginosa, E. aerogenes, B. subtilis, and E. 
faecalis.  However, there was no significant difference among the treatments based on 
one-way ANOVA.  After the second day there were only small amounts of additional 
decreases in toxicity.   
 
Figure 18: Abratox bioluminescent toxicity assay results using Rhodococcus rhodocorus during 
aerobic treatment phase.  All samples had been inoculated with Rhodococcus rhodocorus prior to 
the start of the aerobic phase.  Day 0 represents the time after completion of the anaerobic phase 
and before the start of the aerobic phase.  The control represents CD. 
 





Figure 19: Percent toxicity reduction of Navipol Yellow GR effluent after 2 days of aerobic 
treatment using Rhodococcus rodocorous . (standard error, n=3)   
 
 
Aerobic Phase Test #2 
 For the aerobic phase of test #2 Escherichia coli was used as the bacteria culture 
for all the samples.  There were also flasks prepared containing both E. coli and R. 
rodocorous and a mixture of all four bacteria cultures used in the anaerobic phase.  The 
same testing procedure was used for test #2 as was used for test #1.  Samples were taken 
every other day and GC, TOC, TN, and bioluminescent toxicity analysis were conducted.   
Five ml samples were extracted from each flask.  These samples were then vacuum 
filtered using a 0.45 µm glass fiber filter.  When necessary, the samples were stored at 
4°C until analysis.   
 
 




DOC / DTN Analysis 
 DTN analysis from the second test indicated a rapid reduction of DTN in the first 
two days and then a slower DTN reduction thereafter.  This was in keeping with the DTN 
data from test #1; however, the E. coli did not decrease the DTN levels as much as the R. 
rodocorous did in test #1.  Two controls were used in test #2.  One control contained 
bacteria but no dye (CB) and another contained dye but no bacteria (CD).  Enterococcus 
faecalis samples had the greatest decrease in DTN at 50%.  This decrease was only 
statistically significant when compared to Pseudomonas aeruginosa which had the least 
DTN decrease of 38% (p-value < 0.05).  Enterobacter aerogenes and Bacillus subtilis 
had 41% and 40% reductions in DTN, respectively (Figures 20-21).  The decrease in 
DTN levels of the samples on day 8 was statistically significant when compared to both 
controls.  The decrease in DTN of the treatments containing both E. coli and R. 
rodocorous was only statistically significant when compared to P. aeruginosa (p-value < 
0.05).   The source of nitrogen from CB control is from the peptone used in the nutrient 
broth.  This was calculated to be .8 mg/l which is within reason of the measured value of 
1.0 mg/l, since some of the nitrogen in the peptone could have been used by the bacteria 
for biomass growth. Subtracting the measured dissolved nitrogen value for the peptone 
from the measured dissolved nitrogen value from the CD control, which contained dye 
plus peptone as nitrogen sources, a value for the nitrogen from the dye was calculated.  
This value was 0.64 mg/l DTN.  The calculated value of DTN from the dye was 0.55 
mg/l.  This is within what would be expected. 
  







Figure 20: DTN of samples when E. coli is used to degrade organics.  a) E. aerogenes b) B. 









Figure 21:  DTN of samples when both E. coli and R. rodocorous are used to degrade organics.  All four 
bacteria cultures from the anaerobic phase were used in the treatment. 
 
DOC analysis of the samples from the aerobic phase of test #2 showed DOC 
being decreased in all the samples.  The rate of DOC reduction was more consistent in 
test #2 using E. coli than was seen in test #1 using R. rodocorous.  However, this may be 
a result of tighter control over pH, which kept the solutions at a lower pH.   The average 
DOC removal after eight days of treatment with E. coli was 21% for P. aeruginosa, 18% 
for B. subtilis, and 17% for both E. aerogenes and E. faecalis.  Only P. aeruginosa had 
an average DOC decrease that was statistically different from the samples containing 
both E. coli and R. rodocorous.  The treatment containing both E. coli and R. rodocorous 
had an average DOC reduction of 21% after eight days of aerobic treatment (Figures 22-
23).  The samples were statistically different from both controls (CD and CB) with the 
exception of P. aeruginosa which had a p-value of < 0.05 when compared to the control 
containing dye (CD).    
 
  








Figure 22: DOC analysis of samples when E. Coli is used to reduce organics.  a) B. subtilis, b) E. 













Figure 23: DOC analysis of samples containing E. coli and R. rodocorous.  All four bacteria 
cultures from the  anaerobic phase were used in these samples (standard error, n=3). 
 
  
GC Analysis  
 GC analysis from the second test using E. coli showed no significant differences 
from test #1 using R. rodocorous.  As was seen in test #1 xylene and ethylbenzene were 
not detectable at the end of the anaerobic phase.  Chemical A with a retention time (RT) 
of 17.4 min was again found in the samples, but was not detected in the control samples 
containing no dye effluent.  After two days of treatment, the concentration of chemical A 
began to decrease while chemical B (RT 14.6 min.) increased.  The trend continued for 
the eight-day duration of the test.  Chemical C (RT 14.2 min.) was again detected 
beginning on day 4.  Chemical C had an increasing concentration from day 4 through day 
8 (Figures 24-27).  Chemicals B and C were not detected in the control samples 
containing no dye (CB) or the control samples containing dye (CD).  One way ANOV  
tests showed no significant differences among the treatments, but did show aignificant 
difference when comparing the treatments to the control containing dye (p-value < 




0.001).  Samples containing both E. coli and R. rodocorous showed no significant 
difference when compared to samples containing only R. rodocorous from test #1. 
(Figure 28).   
    
 
Figure 24: GC analysis of breakdown products from Navipol Yellow GR using Bacillus subtilis 
+ E. coli  during aerobic treatment phase. Control represents CD. (Chemical ‘A’ – RT 17.4 min., 
Chemical ‘B’ – RT 14.6 min., Chemical ‘C’ – RT 14.1 min.) (standard error, n=3) 
 
 
Figure 25: GC analysis of breakdown products from Navipol Yellow GR using Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa + E. coli  during aerobic treatment phase.  Control represents CD.  (Chemical ‘A’ – 
RT 17.4 min., Chemical ‘B’ – RT 14.6 min., Chemical ‘C’ – RT 14.1 min.) (standard error, n =3) 






Figure 26: GC analysis of breakdown products from Navipol Yellow GR using Enterobacter 
aerogenes + E. coli  during aerobic treatment phase. Control represents CD. (Chemical ‘A’ – RT 
17.4 min., Chemical ‘B’ – RT 14.6 min., Chemical ‘C’ – RT 14.1 min.) (standard error, n=3) 
 
 
Figure 27: GC analysis of breakdown products from Navipol Yellow GR using Enterococcus 
faecalis + E. coli  during aerobic treatment phase. Control represents CD.  (Chemical ‘A’ – RT 
17.4 min., Chemical ‘B’ – RT 14.6 min., Chemical ‘C’ – RT 14.1 min.) (standard error, n=3) 
 





Figure 28:  GC analysis of breakdown products from Navipol Yellow GR using all four bacteria 
cultures from the anaerobic phase + Rhodococcus rhodochrous  and E. coli during aerobic 
treatment phase. Control represents CD. (Chemical ‘A’ – RT 17.4 min., Chemical ‘B’ – RT 14.6 
min., Chemical ‘C’ – RT 14.1 min.) (standard error, n=3) 
 
ADMI Color Measurement 
 ADMI color was measured after eight days of aerobic treatment.  The average 
additional color removal for the samples was 2% for P. aeruginosa, 3% for B. subtilis, 
4% for E. aerogenes, and 5% for E. faecalis.  B. subtilis did not have the dramatic color 
removal in test #2 as was seen in the aerobic phase of test #1 with R. rodocorous.   
 
Bioluminescent Toxicity Assay 
 The Abratox bioluminescent toxicity assay revealed that E. coli is not as efficient 
in reducing toxicity as R. rodocorous was in test #1.  After two days of aerobic treatment 
the average decrease in toxicity was only 24.7% (Figure 30), which improved to 42.7% 
by day 8 (Figure 31).  The controls with no dye but bacteria (CB) had similar values as 




that of the photobacterium broth control (CL) which was used as a control in the Abratox 
assay as a theoretical maximum luminescence.  There was no significant difference 
among the treatments at day 2 or day 8. The treatments were significantly different from 
the control containing no dye but bacteria at the same time intervals (p-value < .01).  
 
  
Figure 29: Abratox bioluminescent toxicity assay results using E. coli during aerobic treatment 
phase.  All samples had been inoculated with E .coli prior to the start of the aerobic phase.  The 
control represents (CD). 
 





Figure 30: Percent toxicity reduction of Navipol Yellow GR effluent after 2 days of aerobic 
treatment using E. coli.  (standard error, n=3) 
 
 
Figure 31: Percent toxicity reduction of Navipol Yellow GR effluent after 8 days of aerobic 
treatment using E. coli.  (standard error, n=3) 
 
 







 The focus of this research was to determine a treatment strategy to remove color 
and toxicity from Navipol Yellow GR effluent.  This study was conducted using a 
sequential anaerobic /aerobic system, which the literature review indicated w s promising 
for treatment of azo dyes.  Pure bacteria cultures of B. subtilis, P. aeruginosa, E. faecalis, 
and E. aerogenes were used to reduce the color of the effluent.  R. rodocorous and E. coli 
were used to reduce toxicity.  Color and toxicity removal was the primary goal; however, 
removal of carbon and nitrogen was also measured.  The reader is referred to Chapter 4 
for individual test results. The findings of the anaerobic and aerobic treatments phase  are 
discussed below. 
 
Anaerobic Treatment Phase 
 During the anaerobic treatment phase it was expected that the dye molecule would 
cleave via reduction of the azo bond (Chinwetkitvanich, 2000: Razo-Flores et al., 1997; 
Brown and Hamburger, 1987; Brown and Laboureur, 1983).  This process is effective in 
reducing the color of the dye; however, it does not lower the carbon content, and usually, 
increases the toxicity.   




 The anaerobic phase provided a large decrease in ADMI color.  Most of the color 
loss occurred within the first 24-48 hr, which is in keeping with the literature (Brown and 
Hamburger, 1987; Pagga and Brown, 1986).  The average color removal of all the 
samples after 48 hr for test #2 was 54%.  This was not statistically different from hat 
observed in test #1.  E. facalis and E. aerogenes had the greatest percent color removals 
after ten days of anaerobic treatment for both test #1and test #2, but this was not 
statistically significant.  The average color removed for E. facalis was 71% for test #1 
and 73% for #2.  E. aerogens had an average color removal of 75% for test #1 and 73% 
for test #2.  The results seen with this study are similar to those reported in other studi s 
on azo dye biodegradation.  Luangdilok and Paswad (2000) reported decolorization after 
18 hr of anaerobic treatment using activated sludge of 63% and 58% for the azo dye 
Reactive Black 5 at concentrations of 20 mg/l and 100 mg/l, respectively.  Rajaguru et al. 
(2000) reported complete anaerobic decolorization at lower dye concentrations (< 50 
mg/l for monoazo dye Acid Orange 10) after 36 hours of treatment in an upflow fixed 
bed reactor using Pseudomonas sp.  The Navipol Yellow GR effluent contained a much 
higher concentration of dye, 1931 mg/l, after diluting by a factor of 10.   
By day 8 the pH of all solutions had increased to between 7.6 and 7.9, with a 
notable color increase in the B. subtilis samples.  The B. subtilis samples exhibited a shift 
in the λmax, which may indicate the production of one or more colored by-products during 
the degradation of the dye molecule.  Past research has found that the degradation of azo 
dyes results in the formation of one or more colorless by products during the anaerobic 
phase (Libra et al., 2004).  Upon exposure to oxygen the colorless by-products become 




colored due to oxidation.  This phenomenon is more apparent at an alkaline pH as 
opposed to an acidic pH.  With this knowledge the anaerobic treatment phase was 
repeated with a lower pH to verify the effects of pH on color removal.  The second test 
further confirmed that increasing pH was a factor in the color increase seen in the first 
test because none of the samples in test #2 became colored upon exposure to air.  The pH 
of the second test was kept between 6.2 and 6.5 and no color increase was observed in 
any of the treatments.  Again most of the color loss was seen in the first two days f the 
experiment.   
Test #2 also included samples containing all four bacteria cultures combined.  
This treatment was used to determine if a consortium of bacteria was more effective at 
degrading the dye molecule than a single species.  The results showed that the color 
removal of the samples containing the consortium of bacteria had no significant 
improvement over the single cultures.  The consortium had an average removal of 74% 
while E. faecalis and E. aerogens had color removal of 73%.  As stated in Chapter 2  
mixed cultures have proven to be effective for decoloring azo dyes (Brown and 
Hambuger, 1987; Brown and Laboureur, 1983; Zaoyan et al., 1992).  
Researchers have questioned whether biological decolorization was mainly 
effected by adsorption to the biomass or by biological degradation.  Adsorption is not an 
effective mechanism for decolorization since a saturation point is quickly reached and 
replacement of the biomass is necessary for continued color removal (Chen et al., 2003).  
There are several points that indicate that the decolorization of Navipol Yellow GR 
effluent is from biodegradation rather than sorption.  Scans of the ultraviolet and visible 




spectrum show that very little of the dye was adsorbed to the filter during the filtering 
process used when taking samples (Figure A-9).  Most of the dye remained in solution.  
Scans taken at 590, 540 and 438nm indicate an increase in %T at 400-550nm for the 
anaerobic samples containing bacteria, but not for the scans of the CD control (Figures 
A-10-14).  This would suggest that there is a change in molecular structure of the dye 
molecule causing a change in the visible absorbance spectra.   The average visible 
absorbance values recorded at 590, 540, and 438nm during anaerobic treatment were 
plotted against time (Figures A-15-20).  The results show that there are inconsistencie  in 
the rate of change in absorbance over time among the three plotted absorbance values.  
This once again indicates the formation of metabolites from the degradation of the dye 
molecule.  Simple sorption to the biomass would create a consistent absorbance plot of 
the three values over time.  Gas chromatography analysis of samples from the aerobic 
treatment phase indicates the formation and degradation of products.  The concentration 
of chemical A is decreasing over time with the formation of chemical C and an increase 
in chemical B over time.  Sorption of the dye to the biomass would not create or degrade 
new products.   Chemicals B and C were not detected in the controls (both CD and CB) 
indicating that degradation of the dye molecule was taking place and new products were 
forming in the sample bottles containing dye and bacteria.  While some sorption of the 
dye to the biomass, filters, and containers is possible, the data presented support the 
conclusion that most of the color loss reported in this study is a result of biodegradation 
rather than sorption.   




 Biomass growth was also measured spectrophotometrically during the second 
anaerobic test.  The results indicate a rapid increase in biomass during the first alf of the 
experiment, and then a slower rate of biomass during the second half.   In conventional 
aerobic respiration, organic wastes are broken down by an oxidation-reduction reaction, 
in which the organic waste acts as an electron donor and the oxygen acts as an electron 
acceptor.  In anaerobic environments, oxygen is absent, so an alternate electron acceptor
is required.  The azo bond contained in the structure of Navipol Yellow GR acts as an 
electron acceptor, which results in the cleavage of the azo bond and the formation of 
colorless amine products (Pearce et al., 2003).  The greater absorbance seen in the 
samples containing bacteria and dye are possibly due to the metabolites from the dye and 
not a result of increased biomass growth.  Further testing is required to prove that the 
bacteria were using the dye molecule as a source of carbon and energy.   
 
Aerobic Treatment Phase  
 There were two tests conducted for the aerobic treatment phase.  The first used 
Rhodococcus rodocorous, and second used E. coli.  Samples containing both R.
rodocorous and E. coli were also tested in solutions from the treatment containing all 
four anaerobes.   
 DOC reductions varied from 17% to 28% across both test #1 and test #2 with an 
average of 22%.  R. rodocorous had the best average overall for DOC removal at 27%.   
The average DOC removal for E. coli was 19%.  The difference is considered significant 
based on a t-test with a p-value of 0.0117.  DOC reduction of the samples containing both 




R. rodocorous and E. coli were not considered significant compared to R. rodocorous or 
E. coli alone based on a t-test.   
DTN removal varied from 38% to 53% across both test #1 and test #2, with an 
average of 45%.  Again, R. rodocorous had the better average DTN removal at 49%.  E. 
coli had average DTN removals of 42%.   The difference is not considered significant 
based on a t-test with a p-value of .4640.  The treatment containing both R. r docorous 
and E. coli did not have any significant difference when compared with R. rodocorous or 
E. coli alone based on a t-test.  According to O’Neill et al. (2000), total organic nitrogen 
(TON) levels may increase following anaerobic treatment, but subsequently d crease 
after aerobic treatment, which was observed in this research.  While TON was not 
measured, DTN did increase during the anaerobic phase compared to the control samples.  
Control samples containing dye had a much lower DTN level at the beginning of the 
aerobic phase, which indicated that the dye degradation process increased DTN levels.  It 
can be hypothesized that the difference in DTN levels between the dye controls a d the 
samples was a result of an increase in TON even though TON was not directly measured.   
 GC analysis revealed the presence of three unknown chemicals in the treated 
samples.  Standards of aniline, m-toluene, p-toluene, phenol, nitrobenzene, 3,4-dimethyl 
phenol, 2,4-dimethyl phenol, and 2,6-dimethyl-4-nitrophenol were analyzed by GC using 
FID.  Each of the eight standards tested had a RT less than that of the unknowns from the 
GC analysis of the effluent during treatment.  The longest RT was observed in th  2,6-
dimethyl-4-nitrophenol sample at 13.1 min, which is considerably less than any of the 
unknowns.  More study is needed to identify the unknown products created during 




treatment of the effluent.  GC data for the three unknown chemicals revealed that the 
concentration of chemical A with a retention time of 17.4 min decreased with time.  The 
majority of A was reduced within the first two days of aerobic treatment. The average 
reduction of chemical A across all samples for test #1 was 65% after two days.  The 
average decrease of A for test #2 was 63%, with no significant difference betw en the 
two tests based on a t-test.  The samples containing both E. coli and R. rodocorous had an 
average decrease in A of 81% after eight days of treatment, which is not considered 
significant when compared to the treatment with R. rodocorous alone if the B. subtilis 
results are disregarded due to the color and pH shift.  There was also no significant 
difference when compared to E. coli alone from test #2 based on a t-test.  Chemical A 
was not detected in the samples containing no dye, indicating that A is a result of the 
degradation of the dye molecule.  It is evident from the GC data that A degraded into two 
products; chemical B with a retention time of 14.6 min. and chemical C with a retention 
time of 14.1 min.  The concentrations of both B and C increased over time as the 
concentration of A decreased.   
 GC analysis did reveal that after anaerobic treatment xylenes and ethyl benzene 
were removed to non-detectable levels.  This is likely a result of volatilization of the 
chemicals rather than biodegradation since the control samples, which contained dye but 
no bacteria, also showed no detectable levels of xylenes or ethyl benzene upon GC 
analysis.  The initial levels of xylene and ethyl benzene were at very low concentrations, 
which could be lost to the gas phase during bottle filling, purging of the head space with 
nitrogen gas, and sample extraction. 




 Additional ADMI color reduction during the aerobic phase was minimal as 
supported by previous research conducted with other azo dyes (Brown and Hamburger, 
1987; Brown and Laboureur, 1983).  The dramatic decrease in color with the B. subtilis 
samples during the aerobic phase of test #1 was possibly due to the pH adjustment made 
toward the end of the anaerobic phase.  This was verified by the ADMI color 
measurements taken of B. subtilis samples from test #2 at the end of the aerobic phase.  
The average additional color reduction during the aerobic phase was only 3% as 
compared to 41% from test #1.  This result was supported by research conducted by 
Pagga and Brown (1986) in which they tested 87 dyes, many of which were azo dyes, for 
short-term aerobic biodegradation.  Their results confirmed that the dyes wer  unlikely to 
show any significant biodegradation in aerobic environments. 
  Based on a dose response curve created using Abratox, the untreated dye effluent 
has an EC50 value of 55,540 mg/l.  After two days of aerobic treatment the toxicity was 
greatly decreased, and the trend continued at a slower pace until the end of the aerobic 
treatment phase at day 8.  Luminescence after eight days of treatment was similar to that 
of the Abratox controls containing no contaminants.  The controls from the anaerobic 
phase that contained dye but no bacteria maintained their toxicity throughout the aerobic 
treatment phase.  The decrease in toxicity corresponded well to the concentrations of 
chemical A in the sample solutions.  As the concentration of chemical A decreased, the 
toxicity decreased as well.  Chemicals B and C do not appear to be toxic based on the 
Abratox test results, which leads to the hypothesis that chemical A is at least partially 
responsible for the toxicity, although further testing is needed to verify this.  Several 




prior studies involving degradation of azo dyes, have demonstrated an increase in the 
toxicity of the effluent from the anaerobic phase and subsequent decrease in toxicity after 
aerobic treatment (Gottlieb et al., 2003; Isik and Sponza, 2004).  The data indicated that 
R. rodocorous is better at detoxifying the samples than E. coli.  The average toxicity 
reduction of E. coli after two days of aerobic treatment was 24%.  This increased to 42% 
by day 8.  However, R. rodocorous had an average toxicity reduction of 70% after only 
two days of aerobic treatment, indicating that R. rodocorous was more efficient at 
removing toxicity from the effluent. This is considered extremely significant based on a t-
test with a p-value < 0.0001.   
  
Discharge of Treated Effluent  
 The purpose of this study was to create a conceptual process by which effluent 
from the manufacturing of Navipol Yellow GR could be decolored and detoxified to the 
point it could be discharged to the City of Rock Hill municipal waste stream.  The City of 
Rock Hill currently has no limits on the color of influent into the waste treatment plant.  
The receiving water is the Catawba River.  As long as the treated waste at the discharge 
point does not adversely affect the color of the Catawba River, there is not a regulatory 
problem.  The point at which the color of the river could be altered will vary depending 
on the flow of the Catawba River, the flow of treated waste into the river, and dye-
containing influent from other sources coming into the waste treatment plant.  As the 
concentration of Navipol Yellow GR dye in the untreated effluent is 19,315 ppm and 
color can be detected visually at levels as low as 1 ppm it is likely that if left untreated 




the dye effluent could adversely color the river especially at times of low flow.  
Therefore, a treatment process becomes necessary.   
 The regulation of pollutant discharges into waters of the United States is regulated 
by the United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) through the National 
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES).  The NPDES permitting program for 
South Carolina is administered by the South Carolina Department of Health & 
Environmental Control (DHEC) which issues “point source” permits to both publicly 
owned treatment works (POTWs) and non-municipal sources.  Sunbelt Corporation’s 
discharge permit allows a concentration of 636 mg/l of TOC.  The treated Navipol 
Yellow GR effluent is between 7 and 8 mg/l DOC, which is well below the maximum 
discharge limit for Sunbelt Corp.   
Currently only two states, (North Carolina and Ohio) test for color in waste water
under NPDES Color Permitting Policy.  According to Sunbelt Corporation, South 
Carolina’s DEHC is currently developing a color policy with the anticipation of updating 
its NPDES permit.  Gastonia, NC, POTW, which also discharges into the Catawba River, 
has adopted North Carolina’s Color Regulation [15 NCAC 02B.0211 (3)(f)] which states, 
“colored effluent is allowed in only such amounts as shall not render the waters injurious 
to public health, secondary recreation, or to aquatic life and wildlife or adversely affect 
the palatability of fish”.  The NPDES Color Permitting Policy establishes four tiers of 
action based on varying aesthetic color impacts to the receiving waters.  Tie 1 facilities 
show no visible color plume.  Tier 2 facilities show minor color plumes at the outfall and 
limited downstream impact. Tier 3 facilities show significant color plumes at the outfall 




and at times greater downstream impact.  Tier 4 facilities show significant color plumes 
at the outfall and significant downstream impact.  Sunbelt Corp. anticipates it will be 
classified as a tier 3 facility if such policies are adopted by DEHC.  
 The City of Rock Hill does not have published maximum levels for individual 
organic chemical contaminants.  However, the results of the treatment strategy presented 
in this research should be sufficient to render an acceptable level of safety both for 
Sunbelt Corp. and the City of Rock Hill.  There are a number of published papers that 
show good correlation to bioluminescent toxicity assays and traditional toxicity studies 
with other organisms such as fathead minnows, daphnia, and trout (Bulich et al., 1981; 


















 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMENDATIONS  
 
Conclusions 
Results from this study suggest that both color and toxicity of Navipol Yellow GR 
effluent can be reduced through the use of bacteria in a sequential anaerobic / aerobic 
treatment system.  Furthermore, the carbon and nitrogen levels were also decreased 
through the use of biological treatment.   The findings of this research correspond well 
with the results of similar studies using bacteria to degrade other azo dyes. While it is 
possible that the results of this research could apply to other solvent dye colors, such as
Red 164, further testing would be needed to confirm this.   
  
The conclusions from this study are as follows: 
• The effluent from the manufacturing of Navipol Yellow GR can be significantly 
decolorized using anaerobic bacteria.   
 
• The effluent can be rendered non-toxic after aerobic treatment with Rhodococcus 
rodocorous or E. coli, based on results from Abratox bioluminescent toxicity 
assays, with R. rodocorous giving the fastest results.   
 
• Solvents present in the untreated effluent consisting of mixed xylene isomers and 
ethyl benzene are not detectable in the treated effluent, although the removal may 
be from simple volatilization of the solvents.   
 
• Total organic carbon and nitrogen levels can also be decreased though the use of 
aerobic treatment using R. rodocorous or E. coli. 
 




• Navipol Yellow GR effluent can be treated sufficiently, through the use of 
bacteria, to safely enter the City of Rock Hill sewer system based on current 
federal, state, and local regulations. 
 
 
Recommendations for Sunbelt Corporation 
 For both decolorization and detoxification of Navipol Yellow GR a sequential 
anaerobic / aerobic treatment system is needed.  An engineer would need to design and 
size the system, but the following general considerations should be included.  The 
anaerobic tank would need to be heated to 35°C.  This could possibly be accomplished by 
using the waste heat generated from the chilled water facility.  The anaerobic tank would 
also need to be sealed and have an air purging system in place to replace the oxygen with 
nitrogen.  The aerobic tank would need to be continuously aerated by use of forced air.   
Sizing of the tanks would depend on the amount of waste water generated.  For this study 
the effluent was diluted by a factor of 10.  It is possible that a less dilute solution could be 
used, but further testing is required to identify the maximum level of dye and aromatics 
that could be treated with the proposed system.   
For the anaerobic phase there was no statistical difference between the four single 
bacteria cultures or the consortium of all four.  Therefore, any of the four anaerobic 
bacteria tested could be used with good results.  Color can be reduced to acceptable levels 
within two days of anaerobic treatment.  Continuing for a longer period of time wll yield 
only small amounts of additional color removal.  It would most likely not be economical 
to continue the anaerobic phase for more than two days.  This may have to be revised 
depending on the development of a color policy by DHEC.  The pH of the effluent will 




need to be adjusted and maintained between 6.2 and 6.5 with HCl for the duration of both 
the anaerobic and aerobic treatment phases.  The B. subtilis treatment was the only 
bacteria treatment that had a color shift upon an increase in pH.  However, this color shift 
may have occurred in the other samples as well if the pH had not been lowered in all 
treatments at the point the pH increase was noticed in the B. subtilis samples.  Once the 
anaerobic phase is completed the liquid can be transferred to the aerobic tank.  A portion 
of the treated effluent would need to remain in the tank in order to inoculate the next 
batch.  An engineer would need to recommend specifics depending on size of the tanks. 
Rhodococcus rodocorous should be used for the aerobic phase.  The aerobic tank 
will need to be kept at 25°C.  A level of economical treatment is reached in three days 
with aerobic treatment.   At this point the treated wastewater should be acceptable to the 


















Figure A-1:  ADMI calibration curve using platinum cobalt color standard. 
 
 
 Figure A-2:  Navipol Yellow GR calibration curve 











 Figure A-4: Ortho-xylene calibration curve. 











 Figure A-6: Para-xylene calibration curve. 










 Figure A-8: TOC calibration curve. 





Figure A-9: Scan of filtered vs. unfiltered Navipol Yellow GR ffluent. 
 
Figure A-10: Scan of E. faecalis after 10 days of anaerobic treatment. 

























Figure A-13: Scan of P. aeruginosa after aerobic treatment with R. rodocorous. 
 
 
 Figure A-14: Scan of E. aerogenes after 10 days of anaerobic treatment. 





 Figure A-15: Scan of E. aerogenes after aerobic treatment with R. rodocorous. 
 
 Figure A-16: Scan of control CD after 10 days of anaerobic treatm nt. 





 Figure A-17: Scan of control CD after aerobic treatment. 
 
 Figure A-18: Scan of B. subtilis after 10 days of anaerobic treatment. 









 Figure A-20: Absorbance at 590 nm during anaerobic treatment from test #1. 
 





 Figure A-21: Absorbance at 540 nm during anaerobic treatment from test #1. 
 
 
 Figure A-22: Absorbance at 438 nm during anaerobic treatment from test #1. 





 Figure A-23: Absorbance at 590 nm during anaerobic treatment from test #2. 
 
 
 Figure A-24: Absorbance at 540 nm during anaerobic treatment from test #2. 
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